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In a sco -r atmosphere of expectation, the z;.0-o-dd delegates to the MIT
IntercolleL:-ate Conference on Selectivity and Discrimination in American Unive.-sities heard Chairman Eldon HI. Relley '55 call the keynote
plenary session to order. After describing hbi:w the conference had been
in the planning stage for more than
a year, Reiley said, "That's a long
incubation period as conferences go,
and for those of us who have been
associated with the Conference over
this long period of time it is a very

DR. KILLIAN
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- ----
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great thrill to find assembled here at
last in the new MIT auditorium you
students, deans and professors from
colleges all over the United States."
He went on, "This conference has
been planned solely by our undergraduate student body, but throughout the past year we have had the
constant support of the MIT administration and faculty." Reiley then
introduced Dr. James R. Killian, Jr.,
President of the Institute and the
first keynote speaker as "one of the
first administration officials to become
enthusiastic about the proposed conference."
In his opening remarks President
Killian affirmed that the conference
was a strictly student-planned function. "The salient fact about this
conference," he said, "is that the
American college student, vintage
1955, wants to talk about such subjects as discrimination. He is willing
to give up even a week-end in order
to discuss an important issue of our
time. This differs from the stereotype
of the college student most familiar
to the public."
President Killian went on to say
that this conference was an important experiment. "Many people," he
said, "are interested to find out
whether students can tackle so controversial an issue as discrimination
in education with calmness, objectivity, and mature judgment . . . I

express confidence . . . that this conference will seek sense instead of
sensationalism, a meeting of minds
rather than a display of headlines.
"I venture the suggestion that this
discussion of discrimination can be
most successful if it directs its attention toward the development of
harmonizing sentiments and toward
the strengthening of the public philosophy in this country : . . I have a
conviction that such social problems
as discrimination :nust in their final
(Continued on page 2)

FREDERICK M. ELIOT

John Ely Burchard, Dean of the
MIT School of Humanities, delivered
the summary address to the discrimination conference at its final Sunday
afternoon session.
Opening with a decisive "well
done" to the delegates, Dean Burchard praised them and the guest
speakers who "sought more light than
heat. "
Dean Burchard, quoting President
Kil!ian's opening address, reminded
the delegates that the conference itself was an impolrtant experiment,
to determine whether students could
tackle "so controversial an issue . . .
with calmness, objectivity, and mature
judgment." Citing Dr. Eliot, he repeated that the delegates had met
"to shed some light on a baffling and
complicated set of problems, and not
to organize a crusade," and expressed
satisfaction at the realization of that
hope.
He continued: "In spite of the calm
sobriety of the discussion there was
a sense of crisis in the meeting. Sevelral speakers implied that we were at
a crossroads in this particular affair."
Concerning a useful definition for
discrimination, Dean Burchard cited
Panel 5:
"Discrimination
is a group judgment, while selectivity is applied to
individual cases. Discrimination puts

persons in a separate, special categorly that has derogatory connotations . . . Discrimination can finally
be defined as the act of depriving
someone of something he might reasonably have had were he not of a
certain race, religion, or ethnic group."
Continuing with Panel 5's definitions, Dean Burchard declared that
not every group suffers everywhere
from discrimination, and cited several groups that suffer somewhere:
Negro, Jew, Catholic, Oriental, immigrants and foreign born, Puerto
Ricans, Mexicans, and American Indians. He stated, however, that most
discussion had centered around the
Negro and the Jew, and that the Negro has by far the worst of discrinmination. He reminded the essemblage
that discrimination in colleges is
only part of a larger problem, and
that there were other major barriers to equal educational opportunity. And, returning to the main
point:
"The root cause of discrimination
. . can be expressed by one simple
word: Fear . . . Fear of the stranger. This fealr is noteworthy in all
primitive societies. Often they kill the
stranger . . . This fear has been going on for a long time . . . (It) can
be quieted down.... if the stranger
(Co, tinluedl

on 2nage 9)
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Conference Art ranl6ementlxJsx ;I ProgressUrbanization,SouthernSl'tuation
Very SmoothAnd Eff icient Cited In Third Plenary Panel Discussion

There was no lroom for doubt in
the minds of all who attended the
,IT Conference on discrimination
that all the rumors they had heard
about Techmen working hard were
rue To the smallest detail, the enire conference was planned with a
are and precision that would have
ade a major military campaign
ook simple.
The arriving delegate fell first into
the hands of Gene Davis '55, who was
ncharge of registration and accomnmodations. Davis had arranged to procure 180 rooms in Baker House to
ouse the delegates.
Next the delegates cleared dining
theater arrangements through
nd
Stevens '55. Stevens had also
han
ade all air transportation arrangeents, as ,well as obtaining facilities
or dining and informal discussion on
'aturday evening.
The guides who conducted the delegates to dinner and the theater, as
well as the recorders at all the discussion panels during the conference
had been lined up by Glenn Jackson
!'55.
Dave N::satir '55, was responsible
l'ot all o"-er arrangements for the
anel dis, assions, including every,hing fro: the scheduling of lounges
to the pr: ision of pencils and pads,
andcoffec nd doughnuts.
The gu. 'Lspeakers for all the plenaries N:- . assisted by Tom Mar)we '55,
eo made travel accommoations, a
them, and personally saw
their
fnfort during their stay.
Len W 'ton '55 took charge of the
ests a'
they reached the Instiate
ad,
tde sure that they had no
oblerns
iile they were here.
Those
-gates with problems saw
ale Br; , '55 at the information
oth in
~2sge, which was open for
e entil
ength of the conference.
rooks xi
also instrumental in the
parat
and documentation of the
Ienda f the conference-the thir-page" e book."
Dincus2
topics for the panels
,re out~ 'I and placed in -the blue

L.--

book by Reiley, Nasatir, Wharton,
and Brooks, weeks before the conference began.
The multitudinous' reams of paper
work, including the copies of all plenary speeches, as well as the summaries of all panel discussions, were
disposed of by the secretarial staff,
headed by Ash Stocker '55.
The non-sectarians service held on
Sunday morning .was planned by
Harry Schrieber '55.
In charge of national and local
news publicity, as well as news releases to the papers of the schools
which sent delegates was Pete Toohy
55.
There was little question in the
minds of those at the conference that
without the hard work of all these
men, the conference could not have
functioned as it did-so smoothly
that the delegates were able to dedicate their time solely to the conference topics.

A focal point of the conference was
the panel discussion on Attitudes and
Viewpoints. Speakers Ralph Emerson
McGill, Clarence Berger, Jonathan
Daniels and Louis M. Lyons both explicitly and implicitly illuminated
the complexity of the problem of disclrimination a n d selectivity. All
agreed in their ideals and were of a
single mind in their hatred of any
form of racial, religious or ethnic

Louis M. Lyons, Curator of the
Nieman Fellowships at Harvard and
a WGBH commentator, was the first
seaker. He cited the initiation of the
conference by students and the chief
resistance to such attacks on college
discrimination coming from alumni
as an example "the eternal war of
the generations", the struggle between progress and conservatism,
warning the delegates that "as you
_

_S_

ternity."

C(onfereneu Aim
Stated By Reiley
Eldon Reiley, Chairman of the
conference, pointed out the purpose
of the conference at the beginning
of the Sunday morning plenary session. The conference was to "provide
a place for the exchange of ideas
and, hopefully, for the furtherance
of understanding between the various participants of the conference
. . . For this reason, then, no time
was budgeted for legislative considerations . . . Last night, two. of the
discussion groups, formulated tentative policy statements which they
thought perhaps should be presented
to the plenary session for formal
consideration." The panel leaders and
the steering committee met and decided "that consideration or passage
of a resolution as a policy statement
would be out of place." The planned discussions and agenda were
therefore followed.

Israel, and said that "most of us
have . . . some Israel we do not Tecognize, which is the reason we are
here today."
Urbanization is bringing cnngestion to the world, he said, and this
congestion is making it increasingly
difficult to ignore prejudice in oneself and in others. '.,e now have to
resolve the problem. He spoke of his
own youth, saying that he had lived
upon a farm and had not encountered discrimination until he "went
off to college and wvas bid to a fra-
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From le't to righ.: Louis M. Lyons; Clarence Berger; Professor Mann of MIT, Moderafor
of the Discussions; Ralph Emerson McGill, standing; and Jonathan W. Daniels.

discrimination, but their varying attitudes were tacit proof of the connplexity of this great social problem.
Professor Arthur Mann of the MIT
Humanities Department, serving as
moderator, gave fulrther meaning to
the conference when, correlating the
panel and the object of the conference, he pointed out that "the problem of discrimination in the college
community reflects the problem of
discrimination in the larger community." In addition to the expert job
he did in managing the panel discussion, he supplied the socio-historical
background necessary to give the conference a sound theoretical basis.

grow out of your present activities
into others and become yourselves
alumni, you tend to conform to the
same patterns as they and soon find
yourselves replacing them . . . That,
of course, is the key struggle of life
-to keep on being yourself . . . individuality inevitably has to blend
with society in order that society
might function at all . . . Only to the
extent that some of it (individuality)
is saved by the right individuals does
society make any gain."
He told of the Arab who, only a
week ago in Cambridge, refused to
share a platform with an Israeli because his country did not recognize

-

--
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He pointed to the "dismal paradox that the time and the place seekijnr to broaden the mind, . . . college,
(is) a time and a place when very
many boys are for the first time initiated into and indoctrinated with
. . prejudice." He cited the two
worhld wars as the great leverage
against segregation and all other discriminations. War, he felt, "has made
almost all the differlence from my
generation to that of mry sons."
He noted his experience w.ith the
Cambridge City Unity Committee,
stating that it has "been doing effective missionary work in the field of
housing." UIsing this as his argument, he concluded optimistically
that "The individual who cares can
. . . make his own choices and certainly help educate those who respect
him. And I think he will often be
surprised at how many of those there
will be."
Clarence Berger, D)ean of Administration at Brandeis University, was
the second speaker. Berger,
x-ho
through his work as educator, soci(Continued on page 2)
This issue is devoted entirely to
the MIT National Intercollegiate
Conference on Selectivity and Discrimination in American Colleges.
This issue was made possible in
part by a special grant from the
Compton Prize funds of the Institute Committee.
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(Continued from Page I)
ologist and member of the Anti-Defamation League staff had become
well acquainted with the problem,.
made a major contribution to the
VOL. LXXV
Tuesday, April 5, 1955
No. 15
conference, introducing what had
been a previously overlooked facet of
the subject which he called the "auMANAGING BOARD
General M anager ......................................................................................................
M . Philip Bryden, '56
tomatic processes of discrimination".
Editor ......................................................................................................................... Stephen N. Cohen, '56
Maanaging E ioor ................
The greater part of discrimination
.
..................................................................................
David C. Kleinman. '56
Business M anager ..........................................................................................................
Robert Kaiser, ';6
in college admissions was, he felt,
"a result of conditions existing withEDITORIAL BOARD
Martin A. Jacobs, '56, Frank J. Sarno, '56
in our society today." He pointed
out "that most large metropolitan
JUNIOR BOARD
communities do not have really high
News .................... Robert H. Rosenbaum, '57
Co-Copy .................. Robert G. Bridgham, '57
Maake-up% .......... .......... David A. Appling, '57
J. Philip Bromberg, '56
level
high schools.
'T h e finer
Asst ............................... Ira S. Gerstein, '55
Exchange ........................ Everett H. Trop, '57
Features .................... Anthony C. Turrisi, '56
schools," he said, "are today in the
Advertising .................. Martini I. Victor. '58
Sports Editor .............. John A. Friedman, '57
Treasurer .................... Philip B. Mitchell, '57
small, new suburban areas." He exAssts ....................... Gerald L. M arwell, '57
Asst
...Donald J. Lewis, '57
F. Helmut Weymar, '58
Circu lation
....................Roger D. Wollstadt, '58
plained this "automatic process of
Co Photo .............................. Felipe Vicini, '56
Office Mgr ................... acob D. Gubbay, '56
discrimination" by reminding the deleRichard W. Bloomstein, '57
gates that the people who live in
SUBSCRIPT]
RATES
Institute Mail
United States
Foreign
these large metropolitan communities
1 year
$2.25
$2.75
$3.25
2 years
are in the minority groups and, there$4.00
$5.00
$6.00
fore, "automatically many of them
OFFICES OF THE TECH
are
disbarred from a college educaNews, Editorial And Business-Room 020, Walker Memorial. Cambridge 39, Mfass.
Entered as second class matter at the post office at Boston, Massachusetts.
tion."
He concluded pessimistically, stating that "from what little I know of
this situation, the factors existing in
society are responsible to a larger
extent for discriminating against
youth minority groups than anything
that is taking place or could possibly take place on campuses themselves." Loking to the future he pointed out that "in five to seven years
when the war babies come into the
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6
college level age bracket there should
Aeronautical Engineering Department. Seminar: "Trends in Aircraft Propul- be a college population of four milsion." Prof. E. S. Taylor. Room 35-225, 4:00 p.m. Refreshments in lion. This is going to mean competition; competition leads to prejudice
duPont Room from 3:30 to 4:00 p.m.
inevitably; colleges are notoriously
Civil and Sanitary Engineering Department. Hydromechanics Seminar: "Hydraulic Testing and Practice." Leslie J. Hooper, Professor of slow'; they are not going to be able
Hydraulics, Alden Hydraulic Laboratory, Worcester, Mass. Room 48- to move fast enough to gear themselves for an almost doubling of col208, 4:00 p.m. Refreshments served in Room 48-208 at 3:45 p.m.
Electrical Engineering Department. Colloquium: "Application of Classical Dy- lege population. As a consequence,
namics to Energy Converters." Prof. D. C. White. Room 10-275, 4:00 the charges and counter-charges relating to prejudice in college admisp.m. Refreshments in Room 10-280 at 4:30 p.m.
sions is going to increase greatly."
Metallurgy Department. Lecture: "Mechanism of Stress Corrosion." Dr. T. P.
Introducing the t h i r d speaker,
Hoar, Department of Metallurgy, Cambridge University. Room 12Ralph Emerson McGill, Editor of the
182, 4:00 p.m.
Atlanta Corstitution, Professor Mann
Mathematics Department. Colloquium: "The Concept of Enchainment-a relapointed out that "Since the Supreme
tion be...en stochastic processes." Dr. Bayard Rankin. Room 2-245,
Court decision on segregation, Amer4:30 p.n, Tea in Room 2-290 at 4:00 p.m.
ican attention has focused . . . on the
Lecture Series Committee. Illustrated Lecture: "Exploring Secrets of the UnderSouth. We have two representatives
water World." Dr. Dimitri Rebikoff, vice president of the French
,who -will speak now for themselves
Marine Institute. Room 10-250, 5:00 p.m. Admission: FREE.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Lecture: "The Crucifixion." The Rev. Train. from the South."
McGill cautioned t h e audience
Room 10-280, 7:00 p.m. All are welcome.
against interpreting his speech as reTHURSDAY, APRIL 7
actionary noting that he was attemptMechanical Engineering Department. Colloquium: "Theory and Future of ing "to describe and evaluate the
Turbomachines." Dr. George F. Wislicenus, Pennsylvania State Unicurrent situation in the South", and
versity. Room 5-370, 4:00-5:00 p.m. Coffee in Room 3-174 from
emphasized that he was not "defend3:30 to 4:00 p.m.
ing the situation" or "expressing any
Physics Department. Colloquium: "An Experimental Study of Shock Waves personal opinion."
in Gases." Prof. Walker Bleakney, Princeton University. Room 6-120,
"The progress made," he said, "is
4:13 p.m.
absolutely fantastic . . . Yet a visitor
American Society of Mechanical Engineers-Student Chapter. Finals for the coming in would, of course, be apStudent "Paper Contest." Awards totaling $70 given to best four palled by much of the situation."
papers. Room 3-070, 5:00 p.m.
He referred to a "sort of tongueLecture Series Committee. Film: "Mr. 880," starring Edmund Gwenn and in-cheek" letter written by William
Dorothy McGuire. Room i-190, 5:05, 7:30, and 9:45 p.m. Admission:
Faulkner to the Editor of the Mem30 cents.
phis Commercial Appeal. Faulkner
had, he said, after poking fun at the
FRIDAY, APRIL 8
Southern school systems said that
Mechanical Engineering Department. Seminar: "Review of Aircraft Icing
"there is no limit to . . . how silly
Problems." Mr. John Milsum. Room 3-370, 3:30 p.m. Coffee in Room
you can be, but how silly you can be
3-174 from 3:00-3:30 p.m.
in terms of dollar and cents."
McGill thought that this is "goSATURDAY, APRIL 9
ing to be what will break down the
Freshman Sailing Team. Nonagonal. M.I.T. Sailing Pavilion, 1:00 p.m.
'separate but equal' theory which is
M.I.T. Bridge Club. Club Championship. Baker House Cafeteria, 1:30 p.m.
going to persist for some time and
and 6:30 p.m.
Varsity Lacrosse Team. Match with Boston Lacrosse Club. Briggs Field, 2:00 in at least five states . . . They can't
,

.

Calendar of Exists

from April 6 through April 13, 1955

p.m.
MONDAY, APRIL 11

Metallurgy Department. Lecture: "High Temperature Calorimetry." Dr. Willy
Oelsen of the Clausthal Institute in Germany. Room 12-182, 4:00 p.m.
M.I.T. Staff Players. Play-reading: "The Lady's Not for Burning." Faculty
Club Penthouse, 8:00 p.m. Supper at 6:15 p.m.
EXHIBITS

An exhibition of drawings and paintings by M.I.T. Faculty wives will
be presented in the Faculty Club through April 15.
"Flies and fly-tying" is the subject of an exhibit to be held in the
M.I.T. Faculty Club through April 15.
A photography show on Venezuela will be presented by the Club
Latino in the Lobby of Building 7 through April 14.
Photographic Salon prints by PHOTOGRAPHY Magazine will be on
display in the Photo Service Gallery, Basement of Building 11, through April
16. All prints were selected from among the prize winners in the magazine's
Annual International Picture Contest.
A photo-mural exhibit on "England and the Italian Renaissance," compiled by M.I.T.'s Museum Committee and departments of Architecture and
Humanities, will be shown in the New Gallery of the Charles Hayden Memorial
Library through April 21. Hours: Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2:00-5:00 p.m.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Although THE TECH will not appear on Tuesday, April 12, the
Calendar of Events will be published as usual, carrying announcements for the
following eight days (Wednesday through Wednesday). Notices, typewritten
and signed, must be inthe office of the editor, Room 7-204, not later than thon
,on Thursday prior to the date of publication. Material for the Calendar of April
13-20 isdue April 7.

(Continued from page 1)

Keynote
solution rest upon the shared convictions of a society and not upon
coercive measures . . . You cannot
legislate ideas and prejudices out of
the minds and hearts of men but you
can develop laws and regulations
which express the minds and hearts
of men.
President Killian closed by exressing welcome and appreciation to the
conference members and speakers
"who seek to grapple fairly and objectively with weighty matters."
After President Killian's address,
Reiley introduced Dr. Frederick May
Eliot, President of the American
Unitarian Association.
Dr. Eliot began by saying that he
"would not attempt to anticipate
what will be said at the later sessions," but would try "to suggest a
general attitude of mind that may
prove useful to the participants as
they turn their attention to the
theme around which the conference
has been planned."
In developing that attitude, Dr.
Eliot said, "The word 'discrimination' like the word 'segregation' is to(Continued on page 10)
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afford one system which is adequate, schools. They're providi:- g better con.
so when they start trying to finance ditionz of every sort-: separation,
two they simply won't be able to do
What this means,
ated. Daniels,
it, and in time it will break down."
is that desegregation 1 ate
th Southi
He spoke of the historical back- wll produce a system analogous
to
ground and pointed out that the the Westchester-Harle: situation in
problem is, of course, greatest where New York. He felt tha, his was ever
there is the highest Negro popula- more serious than the ilool problems
tion, but "it also will be more of a
because there are not .ough Negrof
problem where you have a long hisbusinesses to provide
s. This led'tory of political exploitation and agihim to point out thal Ithough th,tation of the race problem." These
"is expanding
industry ati
were the regions, he said, "where you South
the rate of a million 11ars a day
have mostly plantation economy . . .
. . . only about five p,
cent of tbe
and you may well expect . . . the
jobs in that new ind, ry Went toi
most stubborn resistance to change."
colored people althou
the labr
The fourth speaker was Jonathan
force there among the
ored people
Worth Daniels, Editor of the Ralis at least twenty-fivc er cent in'.
eigh (N. C.) News and Observer, the last two decades
the Soth
author of a number of important
Negro population has ototdeclined,
books on the south and a former
but the white people hr ._ gained2,-[!
member of the United Nations sub700,000 jobs and the Cored people
committee dealing with the question
have lost a million .
heyremain!
of discrimination and minorities.
the last hired and the 5i't fired," Daniels said he felt that there was
.~~~~~~
In conclusion, he ag: :d with thei
"more of a sense of dealing with
previous speakers that th. caseof ac.something dangerous here in Boston
ceptance
of outstanding individua{;
than would have attended a debate
was more or less irrele,, nt intermse
of this subject in Atlanta."
of the movement, and reiterated his
He cited Berger's point of autoidea that abandonment m~ustbecorn.|
matic discrimination through the suridered with integration in theprob-e
periority of schools in wealthy new
letoof desegregation.
suburban communities and elaborated upon it from his experiences in
"I doubt that your generation1vilF
the South. "What we are facing tosolve (the problem of abandonment
day," he said, "is not so much inteand integration), but I do know thati
gration but abandonment. Those who
unless you work at it to give meri
feel themselves superior are geonot only an equal place, but an equal
graphically separated from those
chance we shall not make this coun
they feel are inferior to them. They're
try the pattern of democracy lvihick
gong out and building those better
we like tohold up to the world.'
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FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE

The first thought that comes into our minds upon entering
college is, of course, marriage. But how many of us go about
seeking mates, as I like to call them, in a truly scientific manner?
Not many, you may be sure. Most of us simply marry the first
person who comes along. This can lead to unpleasant consequences, especially if the person we marry is already married.
Let us today make a scientific survey of the three principle
causes of marriage-homogamy, personality need, and propinquity. We will examine these one at a time.

ME
li
M

I

I
e

Homogamy means the attraction of like for like. In marriage
it is rarely opposites which attract; the great majority of people 5
choose mates who resemble themselves in taste, personality, E
outlook, and, perhaps most important of all, cultural level.
IR
Take, for example, the case of two students of a few years I
ago named Anselm Glottis and Florence Catapult. Anselm fell I
madly in love with Florence, but she rejected him because she
was majoring in the Don Juanian Poets and he was in the lowly
school of forestry. After graduation Anselm got a job as a E
forest ranger. Still determined to win Florence, he read every
single Don Juanian Poet cover to cover while sitting in his E
I
lookout tower.
His plan, alas, miscarried. Florence, sent on a world cruise
it
as a graduation present, picked up the betel nut habit in the
Indies. Today, a derelict, she keeps body and soul together by
working as a sampan off Mozambique. And Anselm, engrossed
in the Don Juanian Poets, failed to notice a forest fire which
destroyed 29,000,000 acres of second growth blue spruce. Today,
a derelict, he teaches Herrick and Lovelace at the Connecticut
School of Mines.
The second reason why people marry, personality need, means
that you often choose a mate because he or she possesses certain
qualities that complete and fulfill your own personality. Take,
for instance, the case of Alanson Duck. As a freshman, Alanson
made a fine scholastic record, played varsity lacrosse, and was
very popular with his fellow students. Yet Alanson was not
happy. There was something lacking in his life, something~ vague
and indefinable that was needed to make his personality complete.
Then one day Alanson discovered what it was. As he was
walking out of his class in Flemish pottery, a fetchi:::, coed
named Grace Ek offered him a handsome brown packs, 'e and
said, "Philip M.orris?"
"Yes!" he cried, for all at once he knew what he t: -: been
needing to round out his personality-the gentle fulfil":ent of
Philip Morris Cigarettes, the soul-repairing mildness - their
vintage tobaccos, the balm of their unparalleled taste, .e ease
and convenience of their bonny brown Snap-Open pac "YeS,
I will take a Philip Morris !" cried Alanson. "And I
1II di0
take you to wife if you will have me!"
"La!" she exclaimed, throwing her apron over her , e, but
after a while she removed it and they were married. T(: v they
live in Prince Rupert, British Columbia, where Alanso, < with
an otter glazing firm and Grace is a bookie.
s. Put
Propinquity, the third cause of marriage, means close:
a boy and a girl in a confined space for a long period
r] they
will almost surely get married. A perfect example is t? .ae of
Fafnir Sigafoos. While a freshman at Louisiana Statt :e wasi
of his
required to crawl through the Big Inch pipeline as pal
e. As
fraternity initiation. He entered the pipe at Baton R
he passed Lafayette, Ind., he was agreeably sutpri,
1o be
'Wrdtle
joined by a comely girl named Mary Alice Isinglass,:
freshman, who had to crawl through the Big Inch as p t of her
sorority initiation. When they emerged from the pi ine at
Burlington, Vermont, they were engaged, and, after a
ad hot
Ore.
bath, they were married. Today they live in Klamath F,
It ''nd
where Fafnir is in the weights and measures depart
Mary Alice is in the roofing game. They have three
ldren,
,1 ,, ,|,, ':.
all named Norman.
For your enjoyrnenst the makers of Philip Morris have !' :re- a
handsome, illustrated booklet called MAX SHULMAN RE
containing a selection of the best of these columns. Get :r COpY.
absolutely free, with the purchase of acouple packs ef Ph;
morri.
at your f.avorite tobacco counter. Hurrv! The supply
!ited.
-
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Htut
ho"]esu
Sf
9IfFranklin Dscuss Discrinmmation
in
]fstory
Fo: t tand rans OSociolog,
th D
e iscrimina- the goals they set for themselves."
rning
SatWSturo
tion
Comfe.(,e w as
ad dressed by Dr . Another 'basic problem Lhat Dr.
hes,
uug P rofessor an d Hughes brought to the attention of
C
Everett
S o- the conference concerns the pre-colD epar'tm ent of
the
~, C'm an
lege education. "Those who are the
Chicago,
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.[ll
of these groups of schools were
started
witha special purpose, "to
provide one kind of trainingfor a
newkindof people." These schools
soon developed into regularfour-year
collegesgranting the usual bachelor
l'
degrees.
More yrdung people will be going to
college
and more collegeswill be needwill the
question is:What
ed "The
schools be like? What basicdiscriminations vill wem ake in determining
to college,but who
not who willgo
iwillgoto what college or what kind
DR. FRANKLIN
be as
the best areto
of college.If
they
good
as the best ought to be,
best students. And those the solution to this problem. The two
must
get
She
best stu- extremes were the continuation of the
who are'potentially the
dent shouldnot have their ways laissez-faire notion that if education
places taken by is really desired it will be obtained,
and
"their
'blocked
best in or, a discrimination in reverse by
people whoareless thainthe
ability, in standardsof effort.and in spending more to bring to college

DR. HUGHES
educated, but not too many Jews.
'Everyone' should be educated, thatt
is, 'everyone' except women."
Dr. Franklin remarked that thee
students themselves contributed to--wards the inequities in American ed-ucation by the organization of 'fra.
ternal and other social groups whosee
rituals contained the requirementss
'white only' or 'gentile only', therebyv
participation in an even uglier lrit-;ual of defiling the high principlesS
of which education is supposed tc0
stand."
The quota system was also heavilyy
att*acked by Dr. Franklin. He calledd
it ". ., the most undemocratic pro cedure «hat has ever been devised b~
educational institutions . . ." Dr
Franklin also attacked the allegedl5y
common practice of American univer sities to "appear democratic whil(e
practicing the artifices of excluding
g
or restricting the admission of pro
spective students because of race oi>r
religion."
The -momentous developments ol
the last ten years in the elimination
of discrimination were noted by Pro,fessor Franklin. He remarked, how'ever, that ". . . the colleges and uni'versities are all too seldom in th(
vanguard of this movement and . .
all too frequently they are dragge(d
along by it, kicking and scream
ing . . ."
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... AT MIT
DISCRIMINATION
Campus discriminaion takes generally two forms. Of the first
kind-discrimination in admissions policies-MIT has none. The
wide diversity of the student body is adequate testimony to this
fact.
Of the second kind-discrimination in living groups, specifically fraternities-MIT has long had more than its share. And this
is the area in which we must apply ourselves.
While the Institute itself does not discriminate, and does not
in any way itself condone discriminatory practice, student autonomy here is equally sacred with civil rights. The problem is one
which concerns student groups, and MIT believes in leaving the
solution of student problems to the undergraduate body itself. Concerned though it is with inconsistencies with our educational ideals
the Institute has decided-and rightly so--to effect a policy of
hands off, committing itself solely to the support of whatever sensible action the students see fit to initiate.
The attitude of the student body has been that coercion of the
fraternities having discriminatory clauses is equally as bad as
coercion from the nationals to retain these clauses. A sweeping
dictate to the fraternities to rid themselves of these restrictions
has the effect of catching many helpless victims of reaction along
with the reactionaries themselves. We cannot therefore support
abortive attempts at progress which force the good to suffer for
the sins of the bad. While the right of student and administrative
bodies to legislate fraternity clauses-or the fraternities having
them--off campus remains unquestioned, it is clearly a right to be
exercised only as a last resort when all other constructive efforts
have failed: it is a penalty which must not be discarded, but yet
must be held in abeyance.
Student government here has long recognized the necessity of
some effective action to aid the elimination of discriminatory fraternity practices. The next two meetings of Institute Committee
will deal wih the Conferenee and methods of applying the knowledge which MIT's delegates acquired there. Inseomm's annual
Leadership Conference will also consider this area and means of
action in aiding MIT's fraternities to eliminate a concept of inequality foreign to the traditions of reason and science upon which

the Institute is founded.
EN THE NATION
I.

.

Several points the conference succeeded in making eminently
clear. First, that only pressure-from the minority groups and
from an increasing enlightened segment of the general public-can
accomplish the drastic changes and progress in elimination of discrimination which have occurred in the past 25 years. Pressure
must be continuous and it must be unyielding, nothing is accomplished if the "sleeping dogs" are let lie. Second, the speakers who
composed the plenary panel on "Attitudes and Viewpoints" could
not remind the students too often-that if we are to eventually'
attain the liberatlity we now espouse we must never become
"alumni", a word harmless in itself, which unfortunately became at
this conference a synonym for the reactionary and the immature.
Third, the conference has succeeded in demonstarting at least
one other major hypocrisy of which we northerners should more
often take note: our linen is as dirty as that of the southerners,
whom we so often castigate for their narrowness.
IN THE FUTURE

.. . OUR THANKS
to the delegates of the 64 participating colleges whose efforts in
the attempt to clarifyand resolve this "weighty matter" enormous-

.1

ly advanced our understanding of the problem andou' appreci ation
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occasions at this conference.
We hope that the newspapers of the universities of America
will aid the process of enlightenment and education. We suggest
an exchange of articles discussing the local situation as it exists
on different campuses throughout the nation, and with this issue
we open our columns in the hope that other publications are desirous of such an exchange with us.
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We hope that in future conferences of this type-and there
will be many before the question of discrimination may be finally
_ set aside as "out of date"-the topic ot racial intermarriage, so
fundamental to our contradictions in action and expression, will be
examined calmly and thoroughly as suggested in the Summary
Plenary, and not circled and avoided delicately as it was on many

P.his Easter, send greetings to loved ones this very
,pecial way ... by telegram. Western Union will deliver
our message on- a beautiful colorful blank, so
,ppropriate to the joyous spirit of the Easter season.
;reetings by telegram reflect.your good taste and
ioughtfulness. They are so,easy to send-just
all Western Union and give them your messages
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those .whohave furthest to go.
Dr. Franklin of Howard University noted that when American
schools were first formed the notion
of education for all was not a factor
in America. Thus the "colleges became the centers of social snobbery . . .·"
"By the time the notion emerged
that everyone in a democracy should
be educated, prejudice had induced
so many reservations that the word
'everyone' had taken on a new, narrow, and awful meaning. 'Everyone'
could be educated, but, of course, not
the Negroes. 'Everyone' should be
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of it.; sc(ope-and whose combined wisdom added very greatly to
the edification of our staff.
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maining fraternities posses. lt them
was somewhat unfounded. Q, le likely
group;
these remaining groups v I prove
'(4) Setting up student committees;
very
difficult road blocks bec: ;e alum.
of
this
conferences
Continuing
(5)
ni. pressure and the desire f a con.l
type; men bond between brothers f ,m cam.
(6) Encouraging student initiative;
pus to campus will be strivil, to keep
foreign
stu(7) Recognition of the
these clauses.
dent problem of integration, and
Removing the restrictive l- uses of
(8) Continual needling of organizations having discriminatory prac- a national fraternity would i , neces.
sarily mean that a chapter xv 'ld have
tices.
to pledge members of a qinority
group but would only give .'e chapters the right to pledge whon- 'er they
pleased. Many fraternities v' .uld hi(!
such men but cannot becau: of the
Panel three agreed' that negative
clause in the national consti :tion.
discrimination and selectivity are a
Some of the- chapters hay+ made a
great evil in the United States and compromise with the constivrtion by
should be' removed through..an edu- having social' members; these 4re men
cative process. Those who plan to re- who enjoy all the privileges :f menlmove this problem with a society that bership without learning the rI.tual and
is integrated and has no racial and other secrets of the fraternity.
religious differences were thought by
In a discussion of the systemrn use(,
the panel to be attacking the situation
by the administration at Amherst it
almost blindly.
A process of education to remove was generally felt that many of the
the ignorance of people would be a fraternity characteristics were lost
much better plan. Segregation stems 'when a chapter having a restrictive
from the individual fears of the differ- clause is forced to become a local oi
ences in man and the tendency of peo- else lose the chapter on a campus.
ple to associate racial and religious s The panel -thought that the college
groups with stereotypes.
has a right to invoke the so-called 196i,
It was agreed that there should be e rulings for the removal of restrictive
distinct racial and religious groups clauses. These rulings generally states
but having the differences made incon- that living groups must have no respicuous. Not recognizing natural dif- strictive clauses in their constitutions
ferences is trying to make a heteroafter a certain date, or the school will
geneous conformist society.
withdraw recognition of that group.
Discrimination -in state universities
Since the school came first, and the
was examined as a problem of appeasfraternities followed after as a seconing the tax-payers of the state while e dary educating factor of the school,
still trying to produce a fine school.· college administrators definitely have
This selectivity is not one of racial or r the right to envoke these rulings. The
religious background but rather of f group agreed on the point that fra.
purely geographic nature. This selecternities are a social education to suptivity allows almost any graduate of a plement classroom and laboratory
high school within the state to enter r work of the school.
the university while putting rigid en'The panel thought that there were
trance requirements for out-of-state e dangers in these actions because in
students and then making these stu- forcing the fraternities to remove
dents pay much higher tuition and d themselves from national affiliation an
other fees.
important diiving force for the reThe problem of post-graduate coun- moval of the restrictive clause is also
seling for a member of a minority Y removed.
group who wishes to enter a profesA possibility of having nolrthern and
sion that is mostly closed to mexnber~s
southern sections of the fraternity was
of this group was agreed to be a seri- voiced to meet this great problem.
ous one. The panel agreed that the
P anel suggestions for the follow--up
counselor should tell the person aboutt
the discrimination in this field butt of this conference include sending
should definitely not express a per- - summary reports of this conference to
sonal' opinion. The final decision in all11 as many colleges as possible and ulrging theNational Students Association
cases should be left to the student.
The panel felt that the enthusiasr n in its Congress in August to devote
of Prof. Woodward toward the re-- more time and energy to these discriminatory problems.
moval of restrictive clauses by the re

(3) Working within the fraternity

PANEL 1
Valid grounds folr selectivity in colleges were determined to be (1) geographical distribution, and (2) the desire of a religious group to further
the faith of the group by selecting
their own students for colleges which
they operate. The panel approached
the idea of legislative removal of restrictive clauses with caution. The
panel did not believe that ary type of
legislation would help the removal of
discrimination in colleges.
The factors' of history, psychology, p
education, and economic need were I
seen to be influencing factors in the I
corr.plex beginning of discrimination.
Discrimination itself was felt to be the
same in all cases, i.e., religious discrimination was brought about for the
same reasons as racial and other
types of prejudice. The inertia of the
people was seen as the main reason
for lack of positive action, especially
in the South where the whites really
have a fear of the Negro.
It was felt that a little nudge and I
plenty of time would solve the problem of discrimination. The nudge
would consist of ideas ard/or mild legislation. It was further feit that put;ling Negroes in responsible positions
would not help the southern situation
because the Negroes are not ready for
responsibility in industry. The panel i
agreed that there was little discrimination in athletic participation, the
topic agreed upon by the panel leader.
A delegate of a southern girls' college said that she would have to discuss the conference with the administration of her college before being allowed to talk with the students of her7
school about it. She aiso sam.i that even I
the discussor, of the racial problem
"v;as bein- discouraged." An Eastern
technical institute was said to have
discouraged minority groups f;'om
entering because of Pew job oppoitulities after graduation. Prof. Mason
(MIT! remarked, "All the prejudice
(there) is carifuily rationaized?' Almost al: the other colleges were completely devoid of discrimination according to their Eelegates.
This group resolved that the dele
gates of this congress encourage disceistior of these problems (of discrimJnation and segregation) on their respective carmpuses in the hope that t
proeress will be attained.

PANEL 3
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Penel Two Meets in the Management Lab.
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school by applying for admission
there, but that attempts should neverthmeless be made to provide for the
food prablerr. Howard Belg of Caltech pointed out that a Christian university, in following Christian ideals
is vhitually required to make such provision. It subsequently developed that
several schools do provide for this
problem, amrong them Caltech, the
University nf Chicago, and the University of Oklahoma.
BBy now, the discussion was free and
easy, Brad Donaldson of the University of Oklahoma suggested that all
problems and discussions methods be
outlined. Allen Janger of the University of Chinago averted that a free
discussion of problems as they came
up would be more valuable. Through
the whole conference the panel moved
from topic to topic, pausing only occasiornallyr to fit their conclusions into
a general framework.
The remainder of Saturday morn:ng s diseuss'on was rather general.
Foreign students seem to be integrated wittn difficulty at most schools and
ways -f improving this situation took
up a IC-t of conversation. The problem
of f r a t e r n i t y discrimination was
brought up for the first time. The specific problem was whether or not "the
national organization, an outside
group, should have the right to require
the individual in the fraternity to conform to national fraternity practices."
The role of individuality was prominent in the discussion here, and
Janger suggested that a large part of
the discrimination problem could be
solred simply by treating people as
individuals rather than members of a
particular group.
As recorder George Lubrmann '56
Panel 2 of the conference met in thee
Maanagement lab of Building 52. Thee phrased it in the summary, "throughwve!l-lit comfortable room with a mam - out the discussion, the fundamental
moth conference table that seemed too question was where to draw the line
expedite the efficient exchange o:f between outside guidance and individideas minimized the warm-up periodd ual choice. Howr much should an indithat all groups of th's kind must gea v;deal be guided by others in his
through before ideas flow freely.
choices, and how much latitude shou!d
T'he discussion opened Sqturday y he have in his own choice? Perhaps an
morning w-ithl a general criticism andd extremist view either mway might be
evaluation of the morning speeches i. classed as 'discriminatory'."
The Saturday afternoon discussion
Professor Iughes' definition of dis
erimination-that "discrimination iss was spent almost exciusively in dethe denial of something a person wouldd scribing in more detail the problems
othervise have except for his race !, that exist at the schools represented
religion. or nationality" was acceprte d by the delegates. These proved to be
Is valid. There then followed a list o:
remarkably wide in scope, indicating
r-eadily supplied sources of discrim i- that general solutions would be diffiinatory practiere in colleges which inL- cult and pointing up the extreme comeluded adnliss;ons, fraternities an:d plexity of the discrimination question
other groups. npparently, everyonee generally. The major concrete suggeshad essentially the same idea of wha Lt tiorn of this session was a program of
discrimination, bad discrimnation, wass. education as the solution in small comThe conversational atmosphere thawr- munities. The panel members felt that
ed at about this time and the pane > too much publicity about the issue
developed the idea that the very fac t could destroy gains by fostering rethat people tend to congregate inn sentimnt.
groups of their own background is aa
The discussion Saturday night was
source of discriminatory practice. Butt :informal. The panel delved into all
it was pointed out, people like botlh aspects of discrimination, but concento belong to a group and to be able too trated or. the fraternity problem
move amr.long other people of differen It against the background of the probbackgrounds.
lems in the broader outside communAt this point the panel moved intce ity. The relative merits of education
the consideration of specific problemss. and legislation were discussed in apSince school did not make provisionn plication to community problems, and
for its women dorm residents to followwv discussion then shifted to the fraternthe Jewish dietary laws, while requir- ity question.
ing all -romen students to live in th Le'
The two best known methods of getdorms and eat there, this might b Fe ting rid of discriminatory clauses in
considered a discriminatory practicee. fraternities are attempts at persuaAfter Robert Grossman, editor of Th le sion, combined with education and paIartmoluth, suggested that a studen lt tience in the hope that these clauses
D
imnplicitly :cc,-pts the local situation att will be abolished in national conven-

I

PANEL 2

'lloto-Fclile Vicillni

a

tion, and direct coercion by means of
threatening to withdraw college recognition of these groups. Michigan State
has adopted a variation of the latter
plan with a time limit. The Michigan
State representative, Bill Hurst, stated that this "is only a paper solution,"
because gentlemen's agreements will
replace explicit clauses. The panel
members seemed to agree nevertheless
that, since this kind of legislation
casts a bad light on discrimination, it
is beneficial. Actual crystallization of
the groups views on the value of legislation did not come until the Sunday
morning session. (Some members attributed this to the fact that everyone
had a martini or two before the dinner
that preceded Saturday night's talk.)
The real value of three sessions of
very general discussion was clear at
the Sunday morning meeting, designed
to deal with actions and follow-up.
This was the high point of the panel's
proceedings. Everyone's views had
been solidified and sharpened by two
days of intensive listening and thinkI
ing.
Discussion started in high gear and
moved smothly from point to point.
Since students stay at a college for a
brief space of time, emphasis should
shift from individual understanding to
action,ways of combating "institutionalized discrimination" should be developed. Legislation is valuable in this
respect, but each specific situation
must be 'treated differently because.
there is a vast spectrum of problems,
both in intensity and type.
Legislation is-most effective when it
is initiated in quarters closest to the
area where it will be applied. Thus,
legislation to remove fraternity discrimination clauses is best when it is
developed by the IFC at a particular
campus, next best when developed by
student government-at-large. The primary value of -national legislation is
to give the impression that the American people are united behind efforts
to fight discrimination, although such
things as FEPC have positive value in
themselves as well.
This session also demolished the
idea that the abolition of expilicit restrictive clauses would lead' to a set
of firmly entrenched gentlemen's
agreements. The feeling here was that
without explicit clauses, education and
the passage of time would ultimately
end discriminatory practices as the
membership charges. Even if attitudes
do change now, clauses are an effective
barrier to such progress. In this connection, it appeared that the relative
revolution at such places as Amherst
would open the way for evolution at
other schools.
One of the best approaches to solving the problem by concerted effort
was put forth by one panel member
who said, "I see it as a problem of
steps, and you have to take the steps
one at a time." Thus, a process of
continual "needling" was endorsed as
being a good way of inducing organizations to rid themselves of discriminatory practices.
The last panel meeting ended with
a universal feeling of cooperation and
good fellowship and an eight-point
program for "attempting to solve the
discrimination problem":
(1) Notification and publicity, about
the accomplishments of this conference;
(2) Discussion with faculty members;
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F NEL 4
The ast'
planning of the Conference was
dent in the makeup of
Panel 4. St mts from Columbia, MIT,
California, Suthern Methodist, Bowdoin RiPo and Rutgers contributed
aSide val y of viewpoints. In addition the I el included some distinguished f lty-conference speaker
Dean Wils of Amherst; Dean Vellar
of Xichig. State; and MIT's Professor xIarl i tsch. Able direction was
provided
leader Arnie Schwartz,
president
Columbia's student government.
The gre- est factor in the panel's
success wa the readiness of each delegate to c, ntribute frankly his own
view; to consider the ideas of others,
and to ex:.nine his own ideas in the
light of we; It he had learned. For two
days the nmembers sought not unanimous agreament but mutual understanding'.
The first question considered by the
group was the basis for selectivity in
a college admissions policy. All seemed to concur with Californian Dick
1Iarston's statement that legitimate
grounds for discrimination fall in the
,goals of education, but besides intellectual ability no specific bases could be
agreed upon. It was pointed out that in
public institutions with unlimited resources no discrimination should be
practiced; consequently the discussion
centered on private schools.
Most delegates accepted as unavoidable discrimination on a geographic
basis to insure wide representation,
but there was a great deal of controversy o-ver the proposed criteria of
1ace, religion, athletic ability, and adjustment to one's background. No one,
however, endorsed a "quota" system of
any sort, and no one was vocal in defense of race as a criterion. The person who suggested athletic ability
pointed out that it is a measure of a
man's ambition, whereas one cannot
be held responsible for being a Jew
or a Negro. Dean Wilson ventured that
a man who has changed his name is
likely to be insecure and a bad risk;
but Professor Deutsch countered that
even the Eisenhowers have changed
the spelling of their name, and he expressed fear for those people who just
haven't "found the right box."
There was general agreement that it
is desirable to exercise some kind of
discrimination in order to obtain a
diverse student body, as ferment and
awide background are desirable. Most
members endorsed Professor Deutsch's
statement that a policy which makes
the population more peaked is less desirable than one which makes it more
diversified. It seems to have become
fashionable to get Negro students to
show how liberal you are. Colleges are
engaged in competitive bidding for the
Negroes.
There aWas a sharp split on how much
information about a person's. background should be required on admission blanks. One side maintained that
much information is necessary to insure a cosmopolitan student body,
while the opposition protested giving
admissions officers any basis for discrimination. It was felt that those who
request information on religion, etc.,
for the use of the Dean, medical department, and housing office are only
making excuses, as this information
can be obtained after admission.
Schools w',ich are forbidden to get
such inforn eation for their application
blanks wvil find other ways to get it.
For examrp ;, some schools established
an intenr, :v requirement after the
passage o FEPC. The panel agreed
that the r ucial problem is not the
amount of:formation on the application blank 'ut the standards of the
admission: fficers. We should try to
S01le the i )hlem not by FEPC but by
the reoric ation of our admissions
people.
Dean : Ison severely criticized
FEPC. He harged that it does nothng to lim the power of college administratic ; that it has been deroYed be 'Ilse it has no evidence and
Prescribes o punishments. He acknOWledge( however, that the law, by
It y e: tence, has done us good
casting' s shadow on institutions.
iepropOse that colleges be required
to keep
tra. of the number of applitilos an, admissions in each relglous groM and then give this data
at Public )ody (but he would not
tf hp on _q nrntnc a: ,issions,
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portionate basis. The only fault in
this system is that it would leave room
for religious organizations to enter
complaints as well as individuals. Professor Deutsch suggested that colleges
ought to be given a choice between being given no information (as under
FEPC), or being given all information
and accounting for what is done with
it.
The topic which excited greatest interest was fraternity restrictive
clauses. All agreed that you cannot
and should not force a chapter to accept somebody it does not desire, but
you can force it to eliminate a discrimination clause. The greatt question
is then, is it desirable to do so ? There
was unanimous agreement that racial
clauses are unjustifiable, and near
unanimous sentiment that religious
clauses are as bad. One delegate felt
very strongly that boys of any one
religion should be allowed to have a
fraternity dedicated to life within that
religion, but after a great deal of introspection he decided that the role of
religion should be left to the individual
chapter and not prescribed in a national constitution. It was repeatedly
stated that national clauses are unwarran'ted restrictions upon the choice
of local chapter members, and that
local clauses are unwarranted restrictions upon future generations. The
panel felt that it would benefit fraternity, college, and individual if restrictive clauses were removed.
The greatest factor opposing local
removal of clauses is the desire for
national unity. Many fraternities fear
an irreparable North-South split over
the discrimination issue. Most fraternity members have great pride in being
a part of a national body, and like to
be able to find "brothers" in all parts
of the country. Some delegates upheld
a uniform national policy to insure
that a brother of one chapter will be
acceptable in any other chapter. The
group sentiment, however, was that

any chapter should have the right to
refuse affiliation to anyone. This would
apparently lead to an organization resembling a "federation" of local chapters.

The group agreed that the removal
of written clauses was the pressing
problem, for once written clauses
cease to exist, "gentlemen's agreements" and sectarian rituals will tend
to die out. Elimination of national
clauses is extremely difficult, for most
fraternities contain large "old guard"
elements of alumni who are not sympathetic with national thinking. At the
average fraternity convention undergraduates don't have much say. Affairs
are controlled by a national executive
committee of alumni, which often goes
so far as to keep a motion from reaching the floor.
There was unanimous agreement
that fraternity chapters have a responsibility to the school and that the
school administration has a right to interfere in fraternity affairs. Everyone
felt, however, that it is much more desirable that student governments, and
especially IFC groups, take the initiative in getting rid of clauses. The role
of the administration should be to
state publicly that it opposes restrictive clauses and to sustain studentinitiated projects to eliminate the
clauses.
The panel considered briefly the position of minority groups on campus.
It was found that in a small percentage of both state and private schools
it is difficult for religious and or political groups to obtain recognition and
facilities. It was agreed that such
groups should be tolerated and encouraged. Dean Wilson mentioned that a
Communist had been invited to speak
at Amherst and had done the community a great favor by showving himself
up.
Perhaps the most discouraging field
of discrimination is not on campus but
in the college town. At many schools,
minority groups and individuals, particularly "colored" students, have a
great deal of difficulty in finding offcampus living facilities. Religious
groups may be of help in "spreading
the good word." Mr. Marcus Morton
of the Cambridge Civic Unity Center
said that a survey of Cambridge landladies revealed that eighty percent
would not accept a Negro tenant.
Professor Deutsch proposed a division of people into four categories:
all-weather discriminators; all-weather liberals; fair-weather discriminators, wxho say, "I like to discriminate,
but only when it is safe," and fairweatlher
liberals, who say, "I like to
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A Delegate addressing a question towards
the panel member during, the first plenary
give a man a break, but not if it's
risky." The "fanatic" groups are hard
to budge, but the middle groups are
easily swayed. An impromptu survey
of the campuses represented indicated
that all except Southern schools lean
to the liberal. In each case the extremist discriminators are practically
nonexistent, but there is a vocal group
of diehard lfiberals. In contrast to the
colleges, the voting majority in Cambridge is made up of Irish Catholics
falling into one of the groups of discriminators. There is in the city a
strong civil rights group, but it is almost a voice in the wilderness.
The panel discussed ways of eliminating discrimination. It was pointed
out that while school administrations
are powerless, students can exert an
economic influence on the community.
Several people felt that putting people of unlike background into contact
was a great help in breaking down
barriers of prejudice, but Professor
Deutsch reminded them that many
racist leaders have come from contact
areas. Hitler, for instance, came from
the melting-pot of Vienna. Conclusion:
the "putting together" is usually not
well planned out. There was general
agreement with the idea that "crusading" served only to intensify the undesirable situation. It is better to offer
people a psychological reward than to
use force on them, but we can sometimes use both means. Chuck Holland
of SMU said that it will take education to carry out desegregation in the
South. In colleges as well as grade
schools there is a "wait and see" attitude. Professor Deutsch proposed Federal support for areas which desegregate ahead of schedule.
As the conference drew to a close,
the delegates had only one unanimous
sentiment: they had benefited greatly.
For some, previously held opinions had
turned to convictions. For most, ideas
had changed as they were illuminated
by "foreign" viewpoints. All vowed
to share their news knowledge with
their respective student bodies. In
many cases, problems peculiar to one
part of the country can be prevented
from ever arising in other sections.
When asked what he bad gained, Paul
Testa of Bowdoin replied, "It's like a
liberal arts education. You don't know
what it is, but it's there!"

PANE
A L5
Panel 5 looked carefully at the general field of discrimination hoping to
draw from the overall picture an understanding which would help in an
analysis of the specific problems most
closely related to the scholastic iworld.
Len Wharton of MIT, panel leader,
noted in his introductory remarks the
intellectual tenor of our time. The second wolrld war has brought sharply
to focus a feeling that we are not
alone but are surrounded by groups

different from us, yet closely related
to us in a way both psychological and
historical. We must find ourselves in
the context of these differences.
The problem of what discrimination
is and how it came was attacked first
by pointing out which groups are discriminated against. It was felt that
the situation depended upon the locale
and differed in intensity and direction
with each group. Jews for instance are
probably more discriminated against
socially than economically or scholastically.
The forms which discrimination took
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opposed to an individual judgment,
discrimination causes a person to lose
something because of membership in
a racial, religious, or ethnic group.
The classification of people by groups,
consciously or unconsciously relates to
their personalities traits which are associated with the groups. These associations generally arise out of preconceived ideas received from cultural
and social backgrounds and apart
from personal experience.
The causes of discrimination were
felt to be varied. While difference was
acknowledged to be a prime motivation it was noted that until the differences constituted a threat to the normal life pattern of the majority no
discriminatory action was taken. Fear
was accounted the basic reason for discrimination. Fear survives because of
ignorance-ignorance of motivation
and of the nature of differences.
The panel logically concluded that
since fear arising out of ignorance is
the basic cause of discrimination, the
most effective long range combative
measure is education-education in the
sense of training in a tolerant way of
thinking. Differences were thought to
be essential to the continued development of society. We, through discrimination, try to force conformity to the
majority standard. Discrimination thus
destroys differences. We must learn
to accept people as they are and develop understanding of their standards.

Present discriminatory practices in
the U. S. were discussed. It was noted
that there are legal inequalities in
many southern states, but it was also
admitted that while in other areas discriminatory practices may be less apparent they are still very present. The
political use of minorities was touched
upon. It was acknowledged that politicians many times favor discrimination because of the power they gain
in playing with minority interests.
After-dinner discussion was devoted
mainly to the more familiar topic of
restrictive clauses in fraternities.
Most fraternities -were founded originally on a religious basis and this
influence is shown clearly in the ritual.
The question arose as to whether a
Christian fraternity could exclude a
Jew because he cannot share completely the ideals expressed in the ritual.
After some discussion, in which it was
brought out that the "American way"
is to judge a person on his merits, it
was decided that the fraternity should
not have to exclude anyone because of
a clause. The individual should be left
to decide whether he can honestly
make the vows required in the ritual.
It was also pointed out that the fraternity has become more of a social
organization, and the ritual has, in
the process, become less important.
The problem had now resolved itself
into a question of what the chapter
favoring no clause can do when faced
with a national favoring clauses. Three
paths were suggested: drop the national; get rid of the national clause;
rule out affiliations. This last would
allow a southern chapter to refuse
membership to a negro member of a
northern chapter if he transferred
south.
The entire question of the campus
situation was later discussed from the
viewpoint of the undergraduate body
as a whole. It was noted that Cornell
and Middlebury had set up systems of
review for fraternities. At each review all fraternities having clauses
must show conclrete work toward the
removal of these clauses or suffer
some penalty. "Gentlemen's agreements" may result from this plrogram
but it was felt that these would eventually break down. A very brief discussion of admissions policies concluded the work of panel 5.
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that .vent on, but these were the
salient points:
First, what is meant by "discrimination" and by "selectivity"? The
first discussion centered around this
point. Both terms imply a choice
among individuals, using various
criteria as a basis for that choice.
The panel agreed that the criteria
are not all conscious and rational,
and that many emotional factors and
external social pressures are involved. The group specified "discrimina-

tion" as racial, religious, or ethnic,
and, following the lead of Dean Fassett of MIT, defined it as depriving
a person of something he otherwise
might have had, because of his membership in a proscribed group.
"What are valid criteria for selection?" w;as the next point considered.
The panelists distinguished between
direct discrimination against minority
group members because of their membership, and indirect discrimination
because of the inability of the members to meet certain social, economic
or other prerequisites. Condemning
the former unequivocally, the delegates drew no conclusions about the
latter before adjourning for lunch.
Saturday aftelrnoon's
discussion
centered primarily around discrimination in student housing on and off
the college authorities have trouble
many college authorities have trouble
finding off-campus housing for their
foreign and minority group students,
owing to prejudice on the part of
landlords. Panel 6 felt that colleges
should do all in their powter to educate
their surrounding communities toward tolerance, but had few concrete
suggestions.
From there the discussion branched to cover problems of assigning
freshman roommates-hoemn important
is it to match interests, economic, social, geographic, and religious backgrounds? Dean Fassett suggested
matching interests without much regard for the other factors, but remarked jestingly that often a random
selection might do better. Miss Nancy Campbell of Radcliffe remarked
on the new system to be tried there
this fall, whereby race and religion
will not restrict freshman roommate
assignments.
Althought the panelists discussed
the roommate situation at some
length with much interest, lack of
information

prevented
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Ed Roberts tried determinedll
,o eturn to the discrimination issues, esecially those under control of colleges and students, but the panel
pursued its tangent vigorously until
adjournment.
A long informal conversation, the
best the panel had, followed Saturday's dinner at the Hotel Beaconsfield. Discrimination in fraternities
was the major topic. The panel distinguished first between religious and
racial restrictions. The delegates felt
that religious restrictions could be
rationalized in terms of the purposes
and aims of the fraternity. Dean
Fassett, for example, cited a Catholic fratelrnity whose members wanted
to live togethelr as Catholics, and felt
that non-Catholic members would not
contribute to the purposes of their
group.

Racial

restrictions,

on

the

other hand, had no basis in group
purposes, and were condemned as direct discrimination.
Religious clauses, too, could be
sub-divided said the delegates. The
incisive clause restricting membership to one denomination might be
valid, as in the case of the Catholic
fraternity, but exclusive restrictions
were felt unjustified.

Sunday's big question was: what
can be done about fraternity discrimination? Amhersts plan was deemed
unsuitable for general use because
the time was no longer right and because the fraternity system at most
schools differs basically fornom Amhersts. Albert Fortier cited the
"Michigan plan", adopted at his
school, the University of Chicago,
under which all fraternities had to
Leading the discussion in Panel G revoke or repudiate their clauses by
was Professor Robert Mann of the a certain deadline or be ejected fro-n
MIT Department of Mechanical En- the campus. Panel G felt that such
gineering, a past (1949-50) presi- drastic action was unduly harsh as
it often penalized locals for the sins
dent of Institute Committee. Educators on the panel included repre- of their nationals. The locals are
sentatives of Stevens Insitute of often financially unable to "go it
Technology, U n i v e r s i t y of New alone", and would collapse if forced
Hampshire, and MIT. Student dele- to secede.
In general, education and volungates came from Radcliffe, Univertary action w ere considered the best
sity of Chicago, Tufts, Louisville,
NYU, University of Rhode Island, hope for success against discrimination, with only spairing use of judiand MIT. Panel 6 m-net four times;
cious pressure.
obviously no alticle can cover all
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PANEL 7
Relatively unproductive attempts to
define discrimination as opposed to
selectivity began the first discussion
meeting of Panel 7 in the Spofford
Room.
After leader Chuck Mliohlke of the
University of Minnesota had the delegates-representing Boston University, Stanford, Yale, University of
Texas, St. Lawrence, Columbia, MIT,
Wisconsin, Sarah Lawrence, and Bowdoin-introduce themselves, the group
tried to develop the difficult definition
of "good" and "bad" selection, especially in the field of employment practices. It was decided that this discussion could be most effective if limited
to college discrimination, since college students are essentially the
leaders of tomorrow's society and the
solution of the college problem is obviously a healthy step in the right
direction. Our public schools, it was
agreed, have long been a major force
in integrating newcomers to the American scene. It is for the colleges to
continue this work.
The delegate from Yale made the
point that selective practices are
harmful to everyone since selectivity
tends to produce a homogeneous society, lacking the dynamism due to exchange of ideas from different cultures and backgrounds. The consensus
of opinion was definitely that grounds
for selection were few, and worthy
only if based on personal ability and
character.
The panel then hit a main source of
indecision and contention which wvas
to plague it throughout the conference
-the quota system pro and con. The
essential question was whether or not
it is the duty of the American college
to present the student with an atmosphere which is a typical cross-section
of American society.
If this is not necessarily so, then the
panel felt that only a universal lowering of racial, -'ligious and national
barriers will pre, -it minorities from
becoming dominant at such schools as
Poston U. and Harvard, which because
of their liberal policies appear to attract an inordinately large percentage
of Jewish students. Is this harmful to
Harvard and B.U. ? Or is the job of the
university to train the most qualified
people regardless of whether this
training occurs in a "typical" American atmosphere or not? These questions were grappled with directly and
recurrently, reaching the conclusion
that if all barriers were dropped,
minority registration would seek its
own level across the country.
Geographical quotas, which occasionally also add to discriminatory
practice because of the concentration
of minorities in small areas, were also
discussed. It was questioned whether
geographical representation was adequate grounds for selection. Sentiment
here was less united and less pronounced as on racial and religious
quotas, although it was felt that geography should be the last factor to come
into play, after scholastic and personal merit.
The second session consisted mainly
of a delineation of discriminatory
practices and what action had been
taken at the eleven schools represented here.
Fraternity and sorority discrimination was a problem at all of the schools
mentioned except Sarah Lawrence
which has no such organizations, and
Yale which has extremely weak and
non-discriminatory fraternities.
Most of the colleges employed discrimination in reverse in a strenuous
attempt to obtain Negro students who,
through lack of funds and lack of adequate secondary school training, are
often not afforded an opportunity for
college training. One southern school
had no problem regarding Negroes
since the state laws require segregated schooling, and any student action
might well result in a suspension of
legislative appropriations from the
state.
It was agreed that it is probably
equally bad to accept grants favoring
minorities as it is to accept those promoting discrimination by the majority.
The panel's special area of concentration for the Saturday evening session was that of of-campus facilities.
Most of the colleges represented were
concerned with off-campus housing
difficulties. A severe problem was said
to exist in the Boston area, with B.U.,
Harva,-d and MIT all affected in vary-

ing degrees. Negroes, Jews and foreign students all suffer from need of
rooms in what is already a comparatively under-supplied area. Heartily
endorsed was the suggestion.that colleges, and especially college newspapers, publish information regarding
such discrimination and attempt to
boycott such offenders. College housing is inadequate in many areas, especially in state universities. These
are required to accept all state students with high school diplomas who
apply to them, yet are refused the
needed monies by their legislatures.
Here it was felt that the significant
problem was one of leadership-the
colleges must take the lead in their
localities in solving discriminatory
problems whether they arise in hous
ing, restaurants, or barber shops, especially in areas where Negroes first
enter previously all-white towns. This
college action can, for example, take
the form of boycotts or, at the opposite end of the scale, joint universitycity housing developments as at Yale
in New Haven.
Discrimination against foreign students was to be attacked with extra
vigor in view of its disastrous effect
on international relations at this very
critical time.
Again the topic of college admissions and the quota system arose.
Viewing the difficulty as a matter of
leadership, again, the panel seemed
to agreee that as it is the job of the
university to lead the local areas, so
also it is the duty of some universities
to lead others; that the liberal must
perhaps of necessity suffer for their
liberality by being first, in order that
the fight for a lowering of barriers
might eventually succeed everywhere.
Following the Sunday morning alddresses of Dean Wilson and President
Woodward, the group plunged. ifto a
discussion of methods of eliminating
fraternity discrimination, with David
Brooks of MIT replacing Chuck
Mohlke as panel leader.
Conflicting principles marked the
outset of this meeting. While coercion
was at first nearly unanimously dismissed as bad, the only non-coercive
act which it' was felt would succeed
in overcoming national fraternity
pressure on the local chapters was the
passage of 25 to 30 years. Most of the
group expressed an unwillingness to
wait. To the suggestion that coercion
might force the "fighters" out of the
national body, it was made apparent
that most nationals preferred to lose
fifteen of their "fighting" chapters to
one strong southern chapter, and
hence could not be influenced by the
opinion of a unit until they were ready,
and almost willing, to forfeit to the
battle.
Nearly all agreed that the students
had only negligible chances of getting
changes through a national conference
run by "professional fraternity men,"
"alumni who never glrew up," to borrow two phrases used at the meeting.
It appeared, therefore, that while
coercion was bad per se, especially in
the form of 1960 plans which penalized
helpless local groups, at least some
substantial pressure was absolutely
necessary if progress was not to take
25 years.
The crucial question of whether a
local chapter owes its first allegiance
to the school or to the national split
the panel into two factions in the closing minutes of the conference. Some
panel members, in the main fraternity
members themselves, took this occasion to criticize the national fraternity
system as a whole. One fraternity mar
even suggested the complete abandon
ment of nationals.
Probably the most vacuous state.
ment made during the three-day con.
ference was that of one student whc
asked, "How many chapters are af.
fected, practically, by this whole ques
tion of discrimination? Does it reall4
make that much difference ?" The sent
iment of the panel was probably bes!
expressed by Benson Scotch, the dele
gate from Yale, who retorted, "Nc
more, probably, than 100% !!"

PANEL 8
Deviating from the outline followed
by most of the other discussion groups,
panel 8 did not attempt to follow any
rigorous plan of attack, but rather
devoted the majority of its time to an
attempt to solve the problems brought
to the conference by the panel members. This unique system was perhaps
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broken, the field is us
Rather than guiding stuc
colleges should let them
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PANEL 3 li
Discussion panel No. 9 under the
guidance of Peter Lenrow f Swarth.
more as panel leader foci ed itsat.
tention mainly on the p blems of
discrimination in fraternit
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the strongest point of the panel. With- Moreover, at Wesleyan, when the maout a doubt, the panel owed much of jority of the fraternities had eliminatits success to the leadership of Wally ed their restrictive clauses, there was
Longshore, NSA Vice-President for a certain amount of prejudice against
National Affairs from UCLA. The those which still had a clause, and
panel also included students from even a boycotting of them.
There is a question of what position
Stanford, Tuskeegee, Mount Holyoke,
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Brown, and the college should take on this probPrinceton, deans from Wesleyan and lem. It was generally felt that the
school should not take direct action,
Simmons, and a professor from MIT.
In the initial session, the members as was the case at Amherst and Dartoutlined several of the problems that mouth, by forcing the fraternities to
they would like to see considered. They abolish their restrictive clauses or
included the effect of parents and en- leave the campus. Rather, it was the
vironment on prejudices, the question opinion of the majority that the school
of discrimination in fraternities, in should first state definitely that it is
college admission requirements, and in against discrimination and restrictive
the college community, and the effect clauses, and then help in every way
of discrimination on those that do the possible any house that asks for assistance.
discrimination.
What is the effect of discrimination
The first of these fields to come
under consideration was the problem on those who discriminate? What can
of discrimination in college admission be done to help reduce discrimination ?
policies. The problem lies primarily in These were the two questions about
the colleges which refuse to admit which the Saturday evening discusmembers of a minority group, or limits sion turned. Prejudice and discriminarepresentation by a quota system. This tion gives the southerner, at least, a
is perhaps the biggest problem in a feeling of authoritarianism and of
nation where college education is be- guilt. Much of their prejudice comes
coming more and more popular. With as a result of loss of pride during the
an increasing number of students ap- Civil War. The negroes are people who
plying to colleges each year, some were once menial slaves, and suddenly
method of selection must be used. were raised to equality with the
Many minority groups are faced with whites. Some of the prejudice comes
the problems of unequal opportunities from this fact, some from blame of the
negro for the civil war. Since prejufor high school education, and lower
financial status, as well as that of dis- dices are passed on from one generacrimination against them. After such tion to the next, they are particularly
discussion, the majority of the panel hard to eliminate.
agreed that a school should not lower
Perhaps some of this discrimination
its standards merely to get good geo- comes from the difference between the
graphical or racial distribution. The southern and northern concepts of
criteria for admission were listed in Americanism. The southelrner visualthe following order of importance: po- izes Americanism as based on the
tential; past performance; motivation white race, while to the northerner,
for application; economic status; eth- it is much more of an idea of a meltnic, racial, or religious affiliation.
ing-pot.
In the southern states, the states
Is it possible to teach students not
refuse to let negroes enter universities to be prejudiced ? The possibility of a
because they feel that it would mean course or courses in the development
integration into the lower schools. of Western thought and ideas was sugHowever, the recent Supreme Court gested. Such a course would acquaint
dec.sion may bring an end to this feel- the student with the development of
ing.
democratic thinking, and would aid in
In the afternoon, the discussion making his intellectual perception
turned to a consideration of discrim- more honest. As one professor said
ination in fraternities, and the ques- during the discussion, "The true hution of the restrictive clause. In gen- manities are in some degree the saleral, the students felt that any group vation of America."
or social organization had the right to
Should colleges refer people away
accept or reject any candidate for from fields that practice discriminamembership, on any grounds. The ob- tion against their race ? This was a
jection to the restrictive clauses lay question which had been brought up
in the fact that they are imposed on in the Sunday morning plenary, and
the fraternities by national organiza- the majority of students in the panel
tions or by alumni. It was also felt took exception to the opinion expressthat the students should initiate any ed there. The problem lies only in
agitation on the part of the fraternity getting someone who is willing to be
to abolish the restrictive clause. When the first of his race to work with or
students start the movement, the col- particular company or in a particular
lege can give a vast amount of help. field, for, once the barricers lhaie been
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the admissions policies,
colleges
and universities.
The opening session was pent in a
general discussion of the "uses un.
derlying discrimination at the pos.
siblejustifications for it.It -as agreed
that the underlying causes ehind dis.
crimination are the same ii education
as they are in the other spects of
life, suchas employment al-:!
housing,
although the parallel is Mr.-ch closer
between private institutions thanpub.
licly-supported ones. The anain pres.
sures seem to be financial, or:iginating
in the surrounding comnt.nity, al.
though it was felt that there is a tend.
ency to perpetuate discriminatory
practices on the justification that
"higher ups" in the organization demand it. This holds even to the extent
of overestimating the community's
prejudice.
The question of how justified dis.
criminatory practices may be depends
largely on the objectives of the or.
ganization involved. For instance
Western College for Women, in an
effort to produce a really international
atmosphere, has set a goal of half of
its undergraduate body coming from
foreign countries; this is an accept- §
able reason to limit the number of
American students.
Regarding quotas in college admis- S
sions policies, it is understood that |
individual ability is the first criterion, t
and that quotas, if employed, are only|
to determine which of the qualified
candidates to admit. It was agreed
that a certain amount of preference
must be given to local residents, especially in public institutions. Also, it is
usually desirable to keep the atmosphere basically American. Those foreign students that attend should be
given a chance to absorb the American
way of life, not the international one.
In addition, it is important to prevent
the formation of cliques of foreign
students from the same background,
where the result is merely to create
a small island of foreign students,
completely isolated from the others.
On the whole, integration is accomplished more easily if minority groups
are not present in overwhelming numbers, as prejudice is largely promoted
by fear. Geographic quotas within the
country can be beneficial if applied
only in a general way to promote attendance from distant parts of the
country, not when applied rigidly to
each state and major city.
Should members of minority groups
be given preferential treatment?
Should a college make a concerted
effort to attract more Negroes ? Should
special provision be made for orthodox Jews so that they can obsenve
their dietary laws and can avoid Saturday classes? The consensus on the
latter point is that priw,:e schools
certainly have no obligation to ac-

|

commodate

these

groups.

that by

electing to attend such a zchool one
agrees to accept its norm, facilities.
A public institution might'
expected
to make allowances if eqv i facilities
that met these specialize requirements were not readily a ilable for
study in a particular field 10cality
The question of encouragi
mebr
ihd, espeof minority groups to
d, especially in the case of smai' alleges o"
those greatly involved ir, heey affairs
affairs
of the surrounding comm t, seels
individual]
to be mainly a question
Indidua
personality. It is the duty
the Dean
,tudent in
of Admissions to tell th.tudent
question that the school A Id be pefectly happy to accept hi but point
out the obstacles he wc I have to
overcome. It appears that n addition
to the usual barriers, the
i a ten.consider
ency for such a person
coside
himself as an example ( test case,
and therefore push hims
too h
in an effort to be outstan
Especially in connectic
-stu e
ith
glrad schools, the qualiistuents
are drawn heavily flr
mnority
groups. In this case qu
Must
necessity be all but foir ten- Als;
where feasible, it is reaso ble to I"'
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a group in one part of the country
should legislate restrictions on a group
-ued from page 6)
(Cane
in another section. Is there justification enough in one's aversion to calling
3 slight
'erence to members of
a member of a particular glroup
sroups tha whould ordinarily not be
"brothelr"? Also, is choosing men on
adequately presented.
inregard graduate schools, should a basis of athletic prowess any differcolleges try o keep the attendance of ent from making racial or religious
distinctions ?
minoritY 9 aps down to the number
In fraternities, it appealrs that raof gaduatf that will find ready jobs
cial
and religious restrictions must be
araiable? nd 'as for industries, are
thepreudi j of fellow workers suffi- considered separately. Racial restriccient grou s for refusal to hire a tions should not be a matter of national policy or regulation, but rather
qualified e} 'oyee
there wV great uncertainty as to each chapter should be free to act acthe value o harm of asking questions cording to the opinions of its present
about race :eligion, national origin, members. However religious barriers
etc., or ret :esting a photograph, on
are sometimes reflected in the ritual
application 'rms, although there are of a fraternity. One cannot hold much
alid purP es for such information
respect for someone who will take
oaths and participate in ceremonies
once candi,':,ies have been accepted.
These inch ie lists for local church which are contrary to the precepts of
and ethnic croups (if the student so his professed religion. Some of these
rituals appear to be attempts, appar,wishes). Photos serve to help the faculty and ad ministration to get to know ently successful, to keep up the disthe students sooner.
criminatory practices of the founders,
despite changed opinions in later genIIn general, the fear of having minorerations.
ity groups overrun colleges without
quot0s seems unjustified. Experience
The best policy for a college to take
has shown that these groups tend to with regard to discriminatory clauses
and agreements is one of active leaderable facilities.
scatter reasonably well over the avail- ship, encouragement and help toward
On the question of fraternities, the their removal, but not one of coercion.
.main question seemed to be whether
Fraternity rushees should ask about
i...
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these limitations before pledging if it
affects their choice, but colleges shoulid
not publish a list of fraternities wi th
such clauses. This is especially tr ue
because of the many chapters whi(ch
do not act wholly in accordance wi th
national policy. Within a given cha p-
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ter, though, the members are entitled
to choose their friends by any criterion they wish. Here again the college
should attempt to remove the prejudice by education. On the whole, succeeding generations appear increasingly tolerant.
A student referendum was not considered valid grounds for a college to
take definite action against fraternities with these clauses. It was felt
that if this is done it is purely an administration decision and a referendum
should serve as no more than a guide
to student opinion.
It was generally agreed that in all
facets of this subject the ideal policy
is one of leadership rather than coercion, remembering that it is a question of an individual choosing a group
as well as vice-versa.
This leads to the capsule summary
suggested by Victor Novich of Reed,
and enthusiastically accepted by the
rest of the panel--that we strive not
for toleration of those who are different from us, but rather for appreciation of them as individuals.

ternity restrictive clause issue. The
primary area of agreement reached
here was that there is no simple solution to this difficult problem. The plroblem will be solved, in all probability,
by time and trial and errol'. It was
generally agreed, however, that legislation by the administrations of the
colleges involved should be shunned.
An advisory, rather than a dictatorial
attitude was felt to be the one which
would be most useful in the ultimate
solution of the problem.
The series of discussions closed on
a practical note, with the desire expressed for a formal resolution which
would condemn restrictive clauses as
un-American and anti-democratic. The
hope was expressed that perhaps such
an action would influence the national
fraternity councils to take positive action and begin the removal of these
clauses from their national constitutions.

PANEL 1

"Colleges should lead the way in
fighting discrimination, rather than
follow the rest of the community"said John Fox of the University of
Panel ten, consisting of eleven menn Illinois. The rest of the panel agreed.
and one girl, met in Litchfield Loungee This agreement was one of the few
under the leadership of John Winggthat
the panel achieved without con'55, of MIT. Schools represented on thee siderable argument.
panel included Radcliffe, Reed, Prince iEugene Dunwoody of Georgia Tech
ton, Williams, American Internationa LI had started the panel off with the
College, Harvard, Yale, New Hamp - question, "Is every person entitled to
shire, Wisconsin, and North Carolinal, a college education ?" "Every person
the latter five by deans or professors
is entitled to go as far as his ability
The first discussion session on Sat - will take him," was the quick reply
urday morning cleared the way forr of Jean Fairfax of the American
action. John Wing managed to sum - Friends Council. The group finally demarize the purpose, procedure andd cided that education was a right
atmosphere of the discussions in less
rather than a privilege.
than five minutes: introduce the panel
The panel believed that the public
members to each other; and plunge schools, such as state universities,
into discussion on the first topic in a should admit everyone with the
only
very short time.
entrance requirement being academic
The panel started off immediately r qualification. Although Fox stated
in the single-minded serious mannerrflatly, "Non-sectarian private schools
that they showed throughout the en- do not have the right to discriminate
tire conference. Admissions policy was in any way," the panel agreed that
the main topic for the major portionLprivate schools could discriminate,
but
of the first session.
only if the basis for the discriminaGene Cluster of Reed sounded the tion was openly announced. The group
theme when he commented that the felt, however, that in most cases
problem at Reed was not one of re- schools which discriminated
were failfusing minority group students, but ing to educate their students
in living
of not having enough applications. Ap- and mixing with different racial
and
plications from Negro students, for religious groups, and thus were
not
example, were so few that the admin- giving a liberal education.
istration of Reed could be said to be
The group strongly and unanimousdiscriminating in "the other direc- ly opposed the dictation of
"quotas"
tion" in order to accept enough minor- to a training school by
professional
ity group students to give Reed the societies, such as the reported
dictadesirable cross-section of students that tion of the ANA to
medical schools.
it wanted.
Fox thought that schools should "put
This problem was recognized to be a the screws" on industry to take
their
serious one, and generally prevalent.
minority group graduates, following
Difference of opinion arose as to with his statement that colleges
should
whether the colleges should discrim- lead, not follow. Jean Fairfax
remarkinate in favor of minority group stu- ed how poorly the colleges were doing
dents and accept them on a lower set in leading the way, as could be seen
of standards than others in the inter- by the small number of faculty
memest of a representative student body, bers who are members
of minority
or whether the college's academic in- groups.
tegrity was more important and had
The discussion group, so far, had
to be maintained at all costs.
generally been in agreement on almost
The first session was closed out by all points, although exact
opinions
Dean Zillman of Wisconsin, who told varied. Thus the panel
was not preof the situation at the Univ. of Wis- pared for the areas
of strong disconsin, and the progress that had been agreement that occurred
in the after
made there.
dinner session. The members of the
The discussion on Saturday after- panel described the
conditions of their
noon centered around the general area own campuses,
as well as what efforts
of the "Negro Problem." The position were being
made to change them.
of the negro was viewed in its histor- Prof. Leo Gross
of the Naval War
ical context, and the finger was placed College expressed his
shock at the
on miscegnation as a basic fear in the course of the
discussion and the casminds of the Southern white and negro ual acceptance
by the panel of the
alike, a fear which was a major factor restrictive clauses
and "gentlemen's
in the formation of discrimination of agreements" in fraternities.
Dunwoody
negros.
said, "Any group has the right to
Side by side with miscegnation was choose its members." This
point did
placed the "scape-goat" explanation
not meet with universal acceptance.
of some of the discriminatory prac- Fox said, "The group
must choose on
tices prevalent in the country today.
individual merits and not blindly disMinority groups make excellent tar- criminate on
racial or religious
gets for the transference of failings grounds." Prof.
Stephen Davis of Howby the majority.
ard University commented, "If you acIt was on these two basic questions
cept equality in admissions practice.
that discussion centered. Once again, you must
accept it in social practice."
the issues were clarified, but not
The group now skirted hastily by
agreed upon.
the controversial question of social
The problemn of anti-Semitism got equality,
although two unanswered
more attention during the infortnal
questions were brought up. Fairfax
discussions on Saturday evening than
asked, "If you do not learn to live
any other time. It was generally
with other groups in college, when will
agreed, however, that serious as the
you learn?" Dunwoody asked, "But
problem of anti-semitism might be, it
when wrill we ever live as closely with
was being healed as time passed, and
the minority groups as wre would in a
was by no stretch of the imagination
fraternity? Isn't the fraternity house
as serious as the racial strife between
next door close enough ?"
Negro and white.
The panel discussed at some length
Sunday morning's session was devoted chiefly to discussion of the flra(Contivued on page 8)

PANEL 10

I

(Continued from page 7)
the origin of the restrictive clauses in
fraternities. Davis made the penetrating comment, "What is the white man
afraid of?" but again the question of
intermarriage was rapidly dropped.
Fox claimed that the restrictive
clauses were now kept in force by the
alumni members, and showed interesting figures to prove it. Dunwoody and
Robert Lucky of Wesleyan disagreed
strongly, saying that again it was a
free choice of friends. Gross said that
this freedom would have to be regulated to prevent abuse, as many other
freedoms had had to be regulated.
This -viewpoint was finally accepted
by the group, although disagreement
was obvious on the faces of some of
the delegates.
The group, after the usual arguments, thought that continued efforts
inside the fraternities would eventually win removal of the clauses. The
group seemed to agree that legislation was needed to forcibly remove
the restrictive clauses, because too
long a time would be required for the
fraternities to remove them by internal means. This was a very controversial opinion and the group was hesitant in expressing definite opinions
on it. Some members of the group
felt that the restrictive clauses would
merely be replaced by "gentlemen's
agreements." Fox thought that, even
so, the door would be open for fraternities to experiment in interracial
or interreligious social life. Apparently the group objected more to the
codifying of discriminatory practices
than to the practices themselves, believing that the "gentlemen's agreements" would not be the strong tie
to tradition that the restrictive
clauses were.
Through all of the discussions, an
awareness of the possible international significance of these discriminatory practices was fostered by
Prof. Gross. He expanded on this subject further, asking what the effects
of discrimination in colleges were in
later life, and how this later discrimination turned much of the world
against the United States. He asked
for a sociological survey of the later
effects of college discrimination. The
group requested John Seiler, the group
leader, to bring this to the attention
of the entire conference.
The group made some other concrete suggestions such as that of Jean
Fairfax, that sociological studies already made should be readily available to college students. Prof. Stephen
Davis came up with the best suggestion of the day, that interchange of
students between different schools
("FSSP for All-Americans") be instituted to promote better understanding
of the different problems facing the
students of various parts of the country.
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Someone else pointed out that if the
fraternity did go national there was
the possibility of another non-cooperating local being dropped by the national, since some nationals care only
to keep their ranks up to strength.
This may give rise to Eastern liberal
locals being dropped while fresh chapters are recruited in the west and
elsewhere. Most of the representatives
said that there was no problem on their
campuses. On closer questioning most
admitted that only limited problems
actually were present but latent difficulties would soon have to be dealt
with. Most agreed that they should
handle these future problems when
they arose and in the'particular context in which they exist, relying on
local attitudes and good sense for the
solutions. It was further brought out
that discrimination in fraternities occurs on almost all campuses, whereas
administrative and faculty discrimination is almost completely gone. A
large body of landlords and businessmen actively discriminate against
Negroes in the South and Mid-West.
It wvas considered a hopeful sign
that in many places Negroes had been
either elected or appointed to important positions on campus; although this
might in fact be a simple way of soothing consciences by voting for a Negro
on election day and discriminating
against him for the rest of the year.
It was agreed that it was not the exceptional Negro we were worried
about-he would -et ahead in any case
-but the average Negro. At only two
of the schools represented were foreign students a problem.
Restrictions in social and living
groups were discussed at great length
but there was no real agreement. Some
argued that restrictions are altogether
unwarranted while others said it is
the province of the individual group
inv~olved to decide. One way of combating these practices was felt to be
fraternity self-determination with education to help it along. The other
method was via executive or administrative action, which power everyone
admitted that the schools had, although its exercise was to be avoided.
Over the question of division of loyalties between school and national it
was almost universally felt that the
school came first since the local fraternity could not exist without the
receonition of the institution.
When the final meeting broke up
everyone was agreed that the conference was a wonderful thing. It Boas
not only "educational." and "thought
provoking", but also "pers)Oally rewarding."
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three and rejecting the last, but dis- vhich might upset their dominant pocussion became argument on the sition.
fourth point, compatibilty. When it
A discussion of the origin of plrejwas pointed out that this often udice in the individual produced an
serves as a mask for discrimninaton
epigrammatic conclusion, that "prejand is impossible to determine with- udice begins in the home". Casual
out reference to the racial, religious discriminatory slurs by parents,
or ethnic background, it was discard- friends and teachers were scored as
ed.
factors in the indoctrination to prejCompatibility, however, was given udice.
consideration as a criterion for the
The panel skimmed over the situaselection of roommates for incoming tions on campuses which are condufreshmen. The panel' found this a cive to discrimination, dwelling on the
ticklish problerm,with several of those fraternity and sorority systems. Conwhlo had some sort of experience with sidering the elimination of restrictive
the problem citing unsuccessful at- clauses, they discussed the value of
tempts at questionnaires on the sub- such a move, deciding that, although
ject. The panel decided that segre- gentlemen's agreements would replace
gation in this field was undesirable, the clauses in many houses, the niove
but could not produce a satisfactory would make possible acceptance of
solution.
minority group members when they
The second session began with a were desired and would prove a valsomewhat more fruitful discussion of uable "first step."
the motivations of prejudice. Three
The glroup expressed the'optimistic
main factors were cited: Economic:
that discrimination is dying.
opinion
that the "invasion" of an area by
that elimination of refelt
They
minority groups often produces a lowand similar anti-disclauses
strictive
ering of property values. Assimilashould be a prodactions
climination
ton: that certain groups tend to clusmnovements; that
"grassroots"
of
uct
ter together and to resist integrainitiated.
student
be
should
they
tion, reducing ill will and fostering
disinformal
night
Saturday
The
discrimination. Statuts Quo: that the
of
evaluation
an
with
began
cussion
majority group which holds the
"power", economic or otherwise, will the fraternity system. In an attempt
resist infiltration by other groups, at- to stir up controversy and heighten
tempting to prevent any change the efficiency of the discussion, panel
-I

- -~~~~

(Continued. on page 9)
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PANEL 13

Panel 13 conducted an optimistic
but somewhat superficial discussion
which produced several suggestions
of practical value. The majority of
the members denied familiarity with
Along with the general tone of the discrimination, and there was little
conference panel twelve came up with of the conflict and controversy which
could have spurred the panel to a
no resolutions or pat cures concerning
discrimination in American colleges
more intense discussion and a keener
and universities. The discussions were insight into the problem.
on a very informal level and no real
Discrimination in American univeragreement was reached on the topics sities, it was decided, fell into two
discussed. Nor for that matter was main groups, the panel called social
violent disagreement recorded.
and academic. The disproportionate
The discussion began with the reali- number of faculty members on the
zation that the problem of discriminapanel led to a discussion of the probtion in colleges was influenced by fac- lem of college admissions, which octors outside the campus but that it cupied nost of the first session. Unwas ilmposs'ble to consider these. The
fortunately, digression from the pritalk was narrowed down to the field
mary issue cut deeply into their
of discrimination in colleges, in par- time. Several somewhat irrelevant
ticular discrimination in fraternities.
analogies used in an attempt to clarThe various criteria used by school
ify points received more time than
adtllministrationls and other organizawas desirable. For instance, the probllnd distions ill regard to selectivity
lem of admitting a student who will
crimlination, such as geographical and
find difficulty in obtaining employminority quotas, ability qualifications,
ment after graduation because of perand social ard economic distinctions
sonality traits was introduced in an
were brought up. The role of pressure attempt to shed light on the similalr
case of a student who will find a
and pressure groups was the next
topic, the discussion being aimed at parallel difficulty because of racial,
religious or ethnic reasons.
affairs outside the realm of the colAn early atte;mpt to distinguish
lege. The influence of public opinion,
good discrimination from bad had
various special interests, and minority
proved unsuccessful, but in the course
interests were discussed at great
panel
the
of
of the discussion a definition was
length. It was the opinion
suggested and later accepted. Rathat the students have a very powerful
tionality, it was felt, is the key to
influence on discrimination. It was also
pointed out however that it is very the question. Good discrimination
has a rational basis while bad disdifficult to start a crusade and change
crimination is irrational in nature.
existing conditions quickly.
Criteria for admission was a main
Each of the various members of the
panel then gave a quick rundown on topic. Cited were scholastic ability,
conditions in his school. One student personal character, geographic orireported that if his local fraternity igin, compatibility and racial, religious or ethnic background. The panel
went national they woulh be forced
to ,i,'p Chinese anld Negro members. was unanimous in accepting the first

Serving beer to your guests is simple
hospitalityr. Serving them Budweiser
is a gracious compiment...
and
because. it's Budweiser ..

PANEL 12
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leader David Nasatir '55 '-:tacked the
system. The panel, pi,-:.tominantly
composed of fraternity a- sorority
members, defended it vel.-mently as
a convenient, constructivw and con.
genial natural organizatic _ The discussion moved to a focal i int in the
argument of national v. sus local
authority. The argument as' somie.
what hazy and the grouI; vas inde.
cisive. Supportels of natic -.Is claim.
ed increased prestige, fir :cial sup.
port when needed and be -fits after
college in suport of their iewpoint.
Attackers denied the vaF. of such
prestige, and stated that ",ost-co!le.
giate fraternity affiliatior were of
little or no value to any bu, he "eter.
nal sophomore" type.
Methods of eliminating the re.
strictive clause were disc:-sed. One
I
panel member advanced the .rgurnent w
that if his chapter broke tI restrie.
tive clause, it would be sp. 'xking for WE
the "48 other chapters" be ause ac- m
tions of a particular chapter are in- w
terpreted as actions of the entire na.
tional organization. The panel was
unable to decide on whether this was a
justified, and spent little time debat- GI
ing the counter question, whether it Ewas just to let the "other 48 chap' iiK
ters speak for you". The individual E
members of the panel were to an ex- X
I;
tent hindered by their own fraterparticuthis
nity or sorority ties in
I
lar argument. An explanation of the
necessity of segregation in nationals was given. The proponment stated that a fraternity member wants to
be able to "party with any brother
anywhere" and so long as there was
discrimination in the south, wvhite
.memnbers could not "party" with them
in this region.
The panel debated the problem of
exclusive versus inclusive clauses. Although feeling in general was that
inclusive clauses were acceptable, no
decision could be said to hlave been
:
reached.
It decided that' the - university
should play a more active role in
securing equal opportunities for hous- ,
ing and the use of university facilities. The members began an attempt
to define such action but went off on
a tangent, discussing the classic problem of "town versus gown".
With the fraternity and solrority
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(Continued from page 8
members in the group loudly claiming that these groups -were "indispensable" in their respective colleges,
the group reiterated its stand that
the impetus for any anti-discriminatory movement should be provided
from "within the discriminating
group."

The question of who, in general,

should act to end discrimination was
raised. "Should the majority open
the way for the minority?" Or should
the minority "speak up for itself?"
It was pointed out that if the minority "squawks" too loudly it may
stir up bad feeling and thus defeat
its own purpose. The counter-argument was that if action is left to the
majority any solution which is arrived at will take many years to materialize. The minority groups do not

.want to, and should not, wait.
In its concluding session, the panel
attempted to define more clearly the
position of the university administration, proposing that it is often justified in suggesting to individual
groups that they take action, and act

"I

'

their "brother chapters".

The panel closed their session on
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his films of under-water explorations in the jungle of the sea. He is

noted for his use of modern diving equipment and the underwater torpedo camera which he invented. The films were taken at depths of from
20() to 300 feet, and feature deep sea fishing with spears, studies of
little known fish, as well as the sunken Rommnel fleet. Some of the
scenes are extremely thrillingr-such as that of the (livers and octopi
who dance a veritable ballet before the camera.
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in an advisory and .supporting role.
They pointed out that, in the elimination of restrictive clauses on southern campuses, concerted action is desirable to protect the more liberal fraternities from being discriminated
against by rushees heavily indoctrinated in prejudice and segregation.
The panel suggested the establshment of a national clearing house and
information center which would facilitate the exchange of ideas and
methods of action. This would prove
especially valuable in promoting inter-sectional
communication.
They
thought that the operation of seminars
during
Brotherhood
Week
would prove valuable. They also advocated preventive action in universities not faced by the discrimination problem, feeling that the impending huge increase in colege enrollments would spread the issue to the
parts of the country which are now
more or less free of it; and recommended that fraternities attempting
to eliminate restrictive clauses in nationals would do well to consult with
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an optimistic note, reiterating their
faith that discrimination was dying
out and that they could speed its
death if "we . . . go back to our campuses and discuss what we have
learned, start to act and do our part
in the elimination of unwarranted
discrimination and selectivity in the
American university.'

Burchard's Summary
(Continued from Page 1)
is not present in large numbers
"I believe this fear to be a universal and fundamental thing
it is not limited to white people. It
turns up in every race which has its
own proud place to live, and vestiges of it remain with races which
have lost that proud and private
place."
Dean Burchard discussed at some
length the question of inter-racial marriages and "mixed blood." He described fears in this area as coming in part
from our relative ignorance about the
effects of these blends.
In spite of the intermarriage taboo,
however, he saw room for modest optimism:
"Gunnar Myrda!, in his famous
book on . . . the Negro problem, lists
what the American Negro wants in
order of his wants, and lists also
what the American white fears to
give the Negro in ordel of the fears.
What the Negro wants most, says
Myrdal, is economic equality; what
he wants least is intermarriage. What
the white fears most is intermarriage; what he fears least is economic equality. Given these circumstances, Myrdal sees room for a good
deal of compromise, and it is this
kind of compromise that Awe shall be
able to help to bring about in our
time. Meanwhile we had better not
forget t h e larger and underlying
problem."

So far, said Dean Burchard, wve
have made much progress. The question is: "How do we prog'ress best
from here in-by compromise or by
head on attack?" He recollected that
most of the speakers had counseled
patience, persistence. "On the Awhole,
consensus in the pIlenaries anyway·
was reaching for a moderate and
evolutionary approach, with Ia feeling
that evolutionl was on the way."
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Views On Removal Of Restrictive Clauses
Debated By Dr. Woodward, Dean Wilson

TUESDAY,

but to try to shed light upon a com- thus, "In a democracy. the x'luc.
plicated and baffling set of problems given top priority ougi~; to be con.
about which . . . "good men do not sistent with the principl:,s of demnc.
agree."' He said he felt that the racy as we know it tod:."
'ninistelfelt
The noted Unitarian
success of the conference depended
on maintaining "a problem-solving further that these qu. ;tions ere
because
particularly relevant -'w
attitude."
mod.
of
nts
developn,
and
impact
the
portion
Dr. Eliot devoted thle next
of his speech to the discussion of am- ern technology have s ;rpened the
biguities centering about the word issue to a choice betw-.n total d+
discrimination. He differentiated be- struction and a genuil: world-.ide
tween the discrimination which- "can spirit of undelrstandinF and coo,.
be an evil thing-unjust, unfair, un- eration. "It is not a]. longer a
unArnerican, unChris- symptom of an alarmist pirit to say
democratic,
tian" and the discrimination which that the hour is growi zr late," he
"can also be a good thing-useful, declared. "We need tor move both
constructive, and thoroughly in line wisely and swiftly towa i a philoso.
with the democratic way of life, the phy of democracy that -hall be ra.
tional, ethical, and sp., -itual; and
American dream, and the Christian
Hope. "It all depends," he said, only that solrt of philos: 9y can un.
"Upon the kind of discrimination dergird any real solutior ;o the proll
you are talking about, or rather it lems this conference wi!: deal Fiith.
Dr. Eliot oncentrated
Although
all depends upon the criteria you
on the conceptual and :,hilosophical
use.
"Those criteria can be rational, aspects of the problem, he did not
ethical, and religious; and the result neglect the problems of method in
will be discrimination that is useful volved. "We must pay attention to
and constructive. Or they may be ir- the nature and chalracter of the
rational, unethical, and irreligious; methods we propose to u,;e," he stat.
and the result will be discrimination ed. "Nothing is easier than to do the
that is among the ugliest things in right thing in the wrong way-or a
the modern world-ugly and cruel the wrong time."' He urlged caution
and frightening. Especially in a de- quoting Walter Bagehot: "The i
ritable desire to act immediately i
mocracy, constructive discrimination
of the most conspicuous failing
one
important
most
the
of
can be one
tools to achieve competence, balance, of mankind." Nevertheless, in clo
and the sort of diversity that pro- ing, he said, "In the history of hu
duces a creative unity in the long man improvement there comne fro
run." Dr. Eliot suggested that one of time to time ... moments when su
the best ways of maintaining the vi- stantial progress can be made inf
tality of democracy is by practicing relatively short space of time, pr
vided we are alert to take advanta
"the right kind of discrimination."
Dr. Eliot felt that the basis for of the opportunity and press tha
deliberate use of constructive dis- advantage with courage and vigo
crimination can be found only in a In my opinion we are now at ju_
clearly recognized scale of relative that kind of moment with respect t
the problems centering about t
values. These values must have a
basis in the contemporary society, and word 'discrimination'."
-aX
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revoked by the national orTwo opposing viewpoints on the re- the rest voting to abolish the fra- charters
All became local flraterniganization.
altogether.
moval of restrictive clauses from the ternities
did not.meet the reother
One
ties.
Amof
Trustees
the
1945
In
charters of fraternities featured the
was disbanded. This
and
quirements
Sunday morning plenary session. Dr. !herst College issued this statement:
at Amhelrst
fraternities
the
year
failed
Carl R. Woodward, President of the ". . . the fraternities have
of
246 enterfreshman
every
pledged
a
make
to
years
recent
in
malrkedly
University of Rhode Island, presentattacked
were
fraternities
The
ing.
college
the
to
contribution
positive
ed the opinion that removal of the
(the
Club
Jeff
Lord
the
by
year
this
clauses should be "by the educational life, and the interest of the college
camon
group
living
non-fratelrnity
a
by
time
this
at
process rather than by administra- can best be served
a result the Lolrd Jeff
tive ruling." Dean Eugene Smith Wil- program of radical reform '... Only pus) and as
have a single pledge.
not
did
Club
'ave
will
reform
of
a
program
if
on
son, of Amherst College reported
Dean Wilson, "Today
to
According
the experience of Amherst after leg- been tried and will have failed, shall
have more self
fraternities
Amherst
be
abolition
of
the irrevocable step
islating the clauses out of existence.
government, more responsibility than
taken."
Dr. Woodward made his position
they're
In April, 1946, the Board 'of Trus- ever before, and I think
clear at the beginning of his talk
scene
local
our
of
terms
in
strongelr
when he said, "I believe it should be tees voted that "each chapter of a than they've ever been before . . .
our objective to bring about the re- fraternity shall formally advise the What everyone said couldn't happen,
moval of membership restrictions Board of Trustees that there is no in my opinion, has happened." Sumbased upon race or religion. But in restriction by reason of race, color, ming up, he said, "I don't see how
working toward this objective, I be- or creed affecting the selection of any teacher, any trustee, or any adlieve we should recognize the basic members." This was to be done by Oc- ministrator, can sleep at night knowhuman rights involved and meticu- tober, 1948. This deadline was twice ing that on his very own campus
lously avoid any act that may impair extended until February, 1951, when there are outside powers like some
them." He agreed that "no one . . . "they drew the final line and said national fraternities openly defying
has an inherent right to become a that beyond this no more." Dean Wil- and repudiating the very truths that
member of a voluntary organization. son emphasized that these "radical
are taught in the classroom and the
Membership . . is a personal privi- and dictatorial trustees who dared laboratory."
lege . . . has both the legal right and to sever the bonds of 'national fra. . . have the right to name their own ternities control . . . were men like
Keynote
criteria of membership." He also Alfred E. Sterns, former head mas(Continued from page 2)
Douglas,
.
Lewis
.
.
Andover
of
ter
said "the governing board of a college ... hs both the legal right and former ambassador to Great Britain, day a fighting word; and it is neither
the legal power to approve or disap- and Harland Stone, former Chief Jus- possible nor desirable to approach
prove a fraternity o . and to accept tice of the Supreme Court. These the theme of this conference without
or reject its xnembership provisions were the radicals . . . who didn't sharing the sense of deep moral con. . .But . . . it does not follow that believe in free government and de- cern which easily explodes into init is desirable for it to do so. In my mocracy, who forced this on the stu- dignation."
But he urged the delegates "that
opinion such action generally is un- dents."
we have come together to atwhat
desirable." He supported this opinDean Wilson spoke of what has
is not to organize a crusade,
tempt
edict.
trustee's
democratic
the
our
since
happened
ion by saying, "If
institutions are to be preserved, our Three fraternities have had their nor to mobilize in defense of a cause,
- young people will need to learn how
to accept responsibility, to think for
themselves and work out their convictions on social and political problems... Let us not deny undergradute fraternity members the educational experience -' working out their
own problems an , developing their
own reforms." His opinion was that
wv' ile a local chapter of a national
fraternity "has both a legal and a
moral obligation to follow the regulations of the parent association, this
need not prevent the chapter members from making an effort by orderly procedure through prescribed channels to have the regulations changed."
He further stated his belief that
"every fraternity . . . shall make its
membership stipulations crystal clear
to every prospective member . . . If
I am any judge of the tenor of undergraduate sentiment today, this alone
will have a strong influence in effecting the removal of fraternity membership restrictions."
Dr. Woodward spoke further on the
problem of legislating bias out of
existence, saying "the dropping of
membership restrictions . . . by a
fraternity will not create the spirit
of brotherhood in its midst... Compulsion, instead of removing prejudice, is more likely to have the opposite effect, by making it an issue
and building up resentment and resistance . .. We would be wise not
to encourage hypocrisy." He used the
analogy of the Eighteenth Amendment, which "began as a noble experiment and ended as a colossal
blunder . . . Let us hope that we
shall not make a similar mistake by
using legal force in an effort to speed
the processes of racial integration
which are making slow but sure
headway."
Dean Wilson spoke on the "Amherst plan" and traced its history
from 1943 when "the college had only
95 civilian students . . . The fraternities had been abandoned . . . to the
United States government . . . The
President, Stanley King, said he
would like to knaw what the alumni
had to say about the way the college
was run". The Alumni Council appointed a committee to study the Amherst of the future. Questionnaires
were sent all over the world to alumni. After studying the replies the
sub-committee studying fraternities
"voted 4 to 1 to eliminate fraternities at Amherst College period." The
central committee read the report
calrefully and "then voted three to
two for the abolition of fraternities
at Amherst College." The alumn
THE WHOSRLE
were asked their opinion on this sub
ject and voted 80% to keep frater
WIDE WORLD-Y|
nitics on a drastically revised basis
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